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Abstract

Which policies can increase the resilience of the financial system to climate risks? Recent evidence
on the significant impacts of climate change and natural disasters on firms, banks and other financial
institutions call for a prompt policy response. In this paper, we employ a macro-financial agent-
based model to study the interaction between climate change, credit and economic dynamics and
test a mix of policy interventions. We first show that financial constraints exacerbate the impact of
climate shocks on the economy while, at the same time, climate damages to firms make the banking
sector more prone to crises. We find that credit provision can both increase firms’ productivity and
their financial fragility, with such a trade-off being exacerbated by the effects of climate change.
We then test a set of “green” finance policies addressing these risks, while fostering climate change
mitigation: i) green Basel-type capital requirements, ii) green public guarantees to credit, and iii)
carbon-risk adjustment in credit ratings. All the three policies reduce carbon emissions and the
resulting climate impacts, though moderately. However, their effects on financial and real dynamics
is not straightforwardly positive. Some combinations of policies fuel credit booms, exacerbating
financial instability and increasing public debt. We show that the combination of all three policies
leads to a virtuous cycle of (mild) emission reductions, stable financial sector and high economic
growth. Additional tools would be needed to fully adapt to climate change. Hence, our results
point to the need to complement financial policies cooling down climate-related risks with mitigation
policies curbing emissions from real economic activities.
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1 Introduction

An increasing body of literature shows that unmitigated climate change will significantly impact a num-

ber of economic variables, ranging from agricultural yields and electricity production to labor and capital

productivity, with ineluctable ripple effects on multiple sectors, including the financial one. Following

the first calls for attention (Dietz et al., 2016; Battiston et al., 2017), scholars and policy-makers have re-

cently envisaged an active role of financial institutions and financial regulators in shaping both (i) climate

risk-management (Campiglio et al., 2018; Battiston and Monasterolo, 2020a; Monasterolo, 2020), and

(ii) the transition to low-carbon technologies and production (Campiglio, 2016; D’Orazio and Popoyan,

2019; Monasterolo and Raberto, 2018; Lamperti et al., 2019). Indeed, the financial and banking systems

have a key role in the inter-relation between climate risks and the real economy. On the one side, banks

can be more or less vulnerable to increases in volatility and bankruptcies stemming from climate shocks

hitting borrowing firms. On the other side, via credit selection, they can channel resources either to

“green” or “brown” projects, thus affecting the likelihood of transition to sustainable growth. From a

policy perspective, different interventions can be designed to mitigate climate risk, encompassing infor-

mation disclosure, macro-prudential adjustments and additional stress-testing. However, to the best of

the authors’ knowledge, the available evidence on how green financial regulations might help mitigate

emissions and preserve banking-sector stability in the face of climate risks is rather scant.

For this reason, we build on a climate-economy macroeconomic agent-based model to study the

co-evolution of climate change, financial (in)stability and the real economy, and assess the effects of a

set of three green financial policy tools fostering carbon emission mitigation, as well as long-run finan-

cial and economic stability.1 In particular, this paper tackles the relationship between credit provision

mechanisms towards green businesses, the ensuing risks for banking sector stability and the impact of

potentially unmitigated climate damages.

Our model allows for a realistic representation of the interactions between firms and the banking

system on the one hand, and of climate damages at the micro-level on the other. While relevant for

the analysis of a low-carbon transition and for impact assessment, these aspects usually lacks both in

the ecological macroeconomic literature (see Rezai and Stagl, 2016 for a review) and in the stream of

contributions rooted in dynamic general equilibrium models (DSGEs; see Golosov et al., 2014; Hassler

and Krusell, 2018); Differently, the literature on computable general equilibrium integrated assessment

models (IAMs) (Weyant, 2017) has made large progresses in describing mitigation pathways and the
1On macroeconomic agent-based models see Fagiolo and Roventini (2017a) and Dawid and Delli Gatti (2018). See also

Dosi and Roventini (2019) for a discussion of ABMs from the perspective of macroeconomic history.
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effects of climate change, but it almost completely overlooks the role of - and the risks for - financial

institutions. Notably, Battiston et al. (2017) and Battiston and Monasterolo (2020a) combines IAMs’ pro-

jections and economic data from relevant sectors to estimate the climate-related risks borne by various

financial actors. Several agent-based macroeconomic models have been recently developed to uncover

the links between climate change, the evolution of the energy sector, the banking system and different

levels of economic performance (see Gerst et al., 2013; Hasselmann and Kovalevsky, 2013; Wolf et al.,

2013; Safarzyńska and van den Bergh, 2016; Ponta et al., 2018 and the survey by Balint et al., 2017).

While sticking to aggregate modelling, also scholars form the stock-flow consistent (SFC) tradition have

contributed to the analysis of low-carbon transitions (Dafermos et al., 2017; Monasterolo and Raberto,

2018; Naqvi and Stockhammer, 2018; Carnevali et al., 2020), enhancing our understanding of the macro-

financial consequences of resource use, environmental depletion and movements in labour productivity

and energy intensity (Rezai and Stagl, 2016). Notwithstanding fundamental differences in the modelling

philosophy, it is worth stressing that both the agent-based and ecological macroeconomic literatures have

historically adopted a dis-equilibrium interpretation of economic dynamics, with large emphasis on the

role of innovation, investment and credit provision as destabilising yet fundamental ingredients of eco-

nomic change. These similarities often led complementary policy conclusions (see the discussion in

Mercure et al., 2016 and Monasterolo et al., 2019), while DSGEs typically suggested opposite implica-

tions rooted in the internalisation of climate-related externalities. Moving from such different angles, the

analysis of financial regulation for climate risks seems still in its infancy, with a variety mechanisms to

be uncovered (Krogstrup and Oman, 2019).

The present paper offers, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, a novel perspective on three green

financial policies: i) green Basel-type capital requirements, ii) green credit guarantees, and iii) carbon-

emission adjustment in credit ratings. These mechanisms are introduced in the context of an established

model (labelled as DSK) of climate-economy-finance interactions (Lamperti et al., 2018b, 2019) to mod-

ify the allocation of financial resources across agents and production activities. While the model has been

previously employed for the study of climate impacts on the economy, its use for policy analysis is a nov-

elty. In contrast to the majority of climate policy designs, which construct sets of taxes and subsidies, we

focus on regulation-based mechanisms that alter banks’ balance sheets in terms of composition, size and

risk exposure (more in section 2). The core of the model couples a Schumpeterian endogenous innovation

engine with a Keynesian demand-generation process in line with the K+S family of models (Dosi et al.,

2010, 2013, 2015).2 Firms in the economic system strive to improve their production techniques through
2We invite the interested reader to look at Dosi et al. (2017) and Dosi et al. (2018) for two recent applications of the model

to labor market issues.
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innovation and imitation activities as well investments in novel capital goods. Climate change adversely

impacts the productivity of labor and the capital stock of firms. To model climate-induced losses we

employ a stochastic formulation of the loss function employed in a recent version of Nordhaus’ DICE

model (Nordhaus, 2017). Such function expresses a percentage loss in either labor productivity or capital

stock for every temperature variation with respect to pre-industrial levels and has been extended to ac-

count for heterogeneity. Notwithstanding they offer a widely used benchmark, we acknowledge a series

of limitations of DICE-type damage functions (e.g. they are estimated on cross-sectional data; they just

depend on the mean surface temperature; they ignore heterogeneity of adaptation responses). The debate

on damage modelling is currently lively but unsolved (Diaz and Moore, 2017). Global warming linearly

depends on cumulative carbon emissions that, in turn, follow from firms’ choices regarding production

and investment in green technologies, as well as the development and diffusion of green energy plants.

Our modeling of the carbon-climate-damage relationship follows a similar approach to small-scale macro

models of the economy and the climate (e.g. Nordhaus, 2017; Golosov et al., 2014). In such a context, an

element of novelty is provided by heterogeneous banks that supply credit to firms, thus conditioning the

level of economic activity and the diffusion of green capital goods. By leveraging on the credit channel,

we study how financial regulation can affect emission mitigation as well as banking stability, where the

latter is threatened by both credit and climate-related risks.

Model validation is performed via a simple calibration and stylized fact replication procedure. Sim-

ulation results show that the DSK model is able to jointly reproduce a large ensemble micro and macro

regularities concerning credit and real dynamics. Moreover, in a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario, the

model projects temperature anomalies consistent with a SSP 5 - RCP 8.5 scenario (Riahi et al., 2011,

2017), where climate-related impacts considerably worsen the growth performance of the economy,

while spurring volatility and unemployment (similarly to the dynamics already observed in Lamperti

et al., 2019).3

The main contribution of the present work is a careful inspection of the three green credit policies

mentioned above, both in isolation and in a policy mix. As a concept proof of model functioning, we

first investigate the finance-climate nexus by exogenously changing credit conditions, that is, by altering

the Basel-like macroprudential limit to credit creation. In that, we single out the two main mechanisms
3RCP stands for Representative Concentration Pathway and represents a greenhouse gases concentration trajectory through-

out the 21st century. Four RCPs have been developed to characterize different possible climatic futures; more information
at http://www.iiasa.ac.at/web-apps/tnt/RcpDb. SSPs stand for Shared-Socio Economic Pathways and rep-
resents scenarios coupling climate and socio-economic information. The framework is built around a conceptual matrix that
combines climate forcing on one axis (as represented by the Representative Concentration Pathways) and socio-economic con-
ditions on the other. Together, these two axes describe situations in which mitigation, adaptation and residual climate damage
can be evaluated. More information at https://tntcat.iiasa.ac.at/SspDb.
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induced by credit provision in our model: a productivity-enhancing effect linked to investment in more

productive and greener capital goods, and a fragility-enhancing effect due to increased leverage. We find

that financial constraints exacerbate the impact of climate shocks on the economy, while at the same time

climate damages to firms make the banking sector more prone to crises. Secondly, we study how green

financial policies alter these mechanisms and, hence, the aggregate dynamics. Results show that each

of these policies - taken alone - is self-defeating (it either hampers growth, financial stability or raises

emissions growth). However, a policy mix comprising all of them solves the trade-off allowing the econ-

omy to enter a win-win-win virtuous cycle. In short, while green Basel-type requirements exacerbate the

productivity-enhancing effect and spur growth, carbon risk adjustment and green (public) credit guaran-

tee aggregate emissions cuts, with the latter instrument also cushioning the fragility-enhancing effect. In

that, green financial policies can contribute to achieve sustainable and resilient growth patterns.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the relevant literature; Section 3

describes the model employed for the simulation experiments; Section 4 provides evidence of the main

relationships between climate change, economic and financial dynamics; Section 5 tests and discusses

green financial policies. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Review of a nascent literature

This section offers a brief overview of the nascent literature on the financial impacts of climate change

and the role of financial regulators and governments in addressing climate risks.

As emphasized in Dell et al. (2014), the idea that rising temperatures and other weather events could

adversely affect economic activities is an old one, featured prominently in the writings of the Ancient

Greeks, Romans and - later - during the Enlightenment, when Montesquieu reported in The Spirit of

Laws (1748)4 that an “excess of heat” made men “slothful and dispirited”. Strong and robust evidence

on the detrimental effect of climate change (and related extreme events) on labor productivity, aggregate

output, energy requirements, agricultural yields, crime, or fertility has been reported (see the surveys in

Dell et al., 2012, 2014; Carleton and Hsiang, 2016). Yet, despite the strong and increasing connections

between real and financial activities, the possible impacts of climate change on financial institutions and

financial markets have only been studied very recently.

In 2015, the Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney, acknowledged in a speech5 the presence

of three types of climate-related risks that might affect the financial system. First, physical risks, i.e.
4The book is currently edited as Montesquieu (1748).
5Speech from September 2015 to the insurance market Lloyd’s of London.
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the direct impact (today) of climate change on insurance liabilities and the value of financial assets that

arise from climate- and weather-related events, such as floods and storms that damage property or disrupt

trade. Second, liability risks, i.e. the impacts that could arise tomorrow if parties who have suffered loss

or damage from the effects of climate change seek compensation and, finally, transition risks, which

encompass the financial risks which could result from the process of adjustment towards a lower-carbon

economy. This includes for example, changes in policy, technology and physical risks which could

prompt a reassessment of the value of a large range of assets as costs and opportunities become apparent.

The last category is probably the one that has received the most attention - both across the scientific

literature and the media - because of the so-called stranded assets, i.e. assets that are at risk of losing

value due to climate change mitigation objectives (Leaton, 2012). Recent estimates find that potential

large losses may occur. Following McGlade and Ekins (2015), emission trajectories consistent with a

two degrees target requites a large portion of oil, gas and coal reserves to remain in the ground. The

Carbon Tracker Initiative reported that the stranded assets already present in the fossil fuel sector alone

amount to $1300bn, and $25,000bn of fossil fuels’ built assets will be stranded by 2100 (CTI, 2018).

Notwithstanding such risks, there are claims that the current pipeline of power plant investments is not

compatible with the targets of the Paris agreement (Pfeiffer et al., 2018). The macroeconomic impacts of

carbon assets’ stranding will likely be substantial. In a preliminary evaluation Mercure et al. (2018) report

that a discounted global wealth loss of 1 to 4 trillion dollars may emerge. In addition, there would be

important distributional impacts, with winner and looser countries. Finally, the systemic interconnections

of financial institutions holding stranded assets in their balance-sheets could exacerbate losses and induce

financial contagion dynamics (Battiston et al., 2017; Safarzyńska and van den Bergh, 2017; Stolbova

et al., 2018; Battiston and Monasterolo, 2020b).

The other two categories of climate risks refer to direct losses in the value of financial assets due to

climate- and weather-related events (i.e. physical risks), and the impacts that could subsequently arise if

parties suffering losses or damages ask for some form of compensation (i.e. liability risks). A battery of

recent studies have highlighted the financial system’s exposure to such risks, yet none of them examines

the public costs of the ensuing instability. Dietz et al. (2016) document a skewed distribution of climate-

induced losses in the value of financial assets along with a business-as-usual emissions path, with the

99th percentile amounting to a 18.9% write-down of the value of global financial assets. Under a mild

mitigation scenario, Dafermos et al. (2018) find that climate damages seriously harm the solvency and

leverage of financial institutions, sharply reducing GDP growth from 2.5% to about 1.5% at the end of

the century.6 In a previous paper, some of the authors of this study evaluated a forward-looking scenario
6The analysis of Dafermos and co-authors builds on the DEFINE model, which has been previously established in Dafermos
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of high climate change and estimated the potential financial stability impact of climate damages together

with the ensuing public costs to be borne by governments. We found that up to 20% of aggregate climate

impacts (i.e. impacts on GDP growth) are caused by climate-induced financial distress (Lamperti et al.,

2019).

Based on these preliminary studies, strong attention is emerging on how central banks and financial regu-

lation authorities may manage climate-related risks to financial stability (HLEG, 2017; Campiglio et al.,

2018; D’Orazio and Popoyan, 2019). Indeed, a variety of measures have been proposed and, in broad

sense, they all foster the ability of private firms to adopt greener technologies (Goldstein et al., 2018).

First of all, such regulations would enhance the disclosure of information related to climate-related risks

borne by firms, banks and other institutional investors (McFarland, 2008; Kolk et al., 2008; Monas-

terolo et al., 2017; HLEG, 2017; Dietz et al., 2017; Goldstein et al., 2018). Second, they would mod-

ify bank capital and reserve requirements to protect them against losses (possibly from physical risks)

and to increase the quality of assets on banks’ balance-sheets (Spencer and Stevenson, 2013; D’Orazio

and Popoyan, 2019). For example, some emerging market central banks have used prudential policies

to mitigate environment-related risks or have encouraged lending to low-carbon activities (Dikau and

Ryan-Collins, 2017).7 Finally, central banks might re-design their collateral frameworks. The collateral

framework defines assets that financial institutions can pledge to borrow from the central bank. Central

banks could therefore consider incorporating climate-related risks explicitly in determining the list of

eligible collateral and the size of the haircut (Campiglio, 2016).8 This paper is a first attempt to model

the mechanisms behind these policy initiatives, and to evaluate their effectiveness both on climate change

mitigation and on financial resilience.

Policies originated within the financial system might foster the transition to clean capital, channelling

investments and spotting opportunities for sustainable and inclusive development. The usual way of

thinking about climate mitigation policy is to impose additional costs on activities producing emissions

to compensate for the expected future costs of a changing climate. As a matter of fact, the majority

of dynamic climate-economy models restricts attention to policies expressed as monetary incentives

(Clarke et al., 2009; Acemoglu et al., 2012; Golosov et al., 2014; Weyant, 2017).9 Such perspective

implicitly assumes that investment and research would migrate from emission-intensive to low-carbon

et al. (2017).
7To be precise, Banque Du Liban differentiates reserve requirement ratios — that is, the required ratio of central bank

reserves held by private banks to their stock of deposits — according to the amount of bank lending flowing to renewable
energy and energy-efficient projects. Banco Central do Brasil requires commercial banks to incorporate environmental risk
factors into their governance framework and demonstrate how these risks are evaluated when calculating their capital needs.

8A haircut refers to a reduction applied to the face value of an asset, expressed in percentage terms.
9A recent notable exception is offered in Rozenberg et al. (2014), where the authors compare mandates, feebates, perfor-

mance standards, and carbon pricing in producing stranded assets during a transition to green capital.
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technologies as soon as the latter become relatively more profitable. However, this might not happen

because of lack of adequate information, need of patient capital, technological uncertainty and path-

dependent investment behavior (Geels, 2013; Mazzucato and Semieniuk, 2018; Lamperti et al., 2019).

In addition, the banking sector’s climate sentiments (i.e. banks’ anticipation of the impact of climate

policies) and their consequent revision of lending conditions for green/brown firms, play a main role in

the success of climate policies’ implementation, as shown in Dunz et al. (2020). Therefore, policies and

practices in the financial system might help - not just hedge - a transition (Raberto et al., 2018). One

of the innovations of this paper is to focus on regulation-based policy mechanisms altering the credit

allocation process.

Indeed, we contribute to such literature by exploring the effects of three stylized yet relevant climate-

related macroprudential and credit policy designs on banks’ balance-sheet, financial stability and, ulti-

mately, long run growth in a model embedding climate-related costs (Lamperti et al., 2018a,b). The DSK

model is an evolutionary climate-economy model model, where heterogeneous agents, firms and banks

co-evolve and react to climate shocks caused by rising emissions concentrations in the atmosphere (see

the full description of the model in Section 3). In that, we also contribute to the macro-financial litera-

ture grounded in complex systems (i.e. agent-based, system dynamics and network-based models). Such

strand of contributions has recently devoted a large attention to the analysis of climate impacts, energy

transitions and green finance (Balint et al., 2017; Lamperti et al., 2018, 2019). However, despite the var-

ious calls for interest, there are very few modeling efforts aimed at testing financial-based interventions

to manage climate risks along specified climate and socio-economic scenarios.10

3 Banking and credit allocation mechanisms in the model

The Dystopian Schumpeter meeting Keynes (DSK) model is an agent-based model featuring an economy

with heterogeneous agents and a simple climate module (Lamperti et al., 2018b). It belongs to the

so-called “Schumpeter meeting Keynes” (or K+S) family of models, which provides flexible simulation

environments for policy analysis across various fields (from fiscal to monetary and labor market policies)

and couples features of Keynesian demand management, Schumpeterian theories of firms’ interaction

and competition and Minskian credit dynamics (see the survey in Dosi et al., 2017). We employ the same

baseline structure of Lamperti et al. (2018b) but adding heterogeneous banks, a novel set of policies and

a different calibration. Indeed, we now employ stricter empirical targets and attempt at improving the
10Interestingly, this holds true for the mainstream finance literature (Diaz-Rainey et al., 2017), which makes it even more

relevant to start modelling these mechanisms.
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representation of climate damages by jointly matching emissions dynamics and temperature projections

(see Section 3.5 for additional details).11

The model is composed of four sectors and a government body (which implements fiscal, monetary

and macroprudential policies). First, in the upstream sector, capital-good firms produce heterogeneous

machines and carry out R&D activities. They are vertically linked to consumption-good firms, which

employ such production technologies to manufacture a homogeneous final good that is sold to con-

sumers/workers. The financial system is represented by a banking sector in which heterogeneous banks

gather deposits and provide credit to consumption-good firms in need of external funds for investment

and production activities. Finally, in the energy sector, a variety of energy plants rely either on low-

carbon (green) or fossil-fuel (brown) resources to supply energy inputs to capital and consumption-good

firms. An important feature of the model is the climate module, which creates a feedback loop between

economic activity and climate damages. Indeed, the use of fossil fuels entails the emission of CO2, which

increases the atmospheric temperature. In turn, such variations produce stochastic physical impacts on

the economic activity of the agents, in the form of negative shocks to labor productivity and capital. The

aggregate damage of climate change on macroeconomic and financial outcomes emerges then indirectly

from the boundedly-rational interactions of such ecology of actors. More precisely, firms are hit with

negative micro shocks to their labor productivity and/or capital, which alter their relative performance

and therefore reduces their market shares and their probability to be funded by banks.

The microeconomic foundations of the model are “behavioural” (Akerlof, 2002). Heterogeneous

agents (firms, banks, etc.) behave in a “realistic” way — i.e. in line with the micro-empirical evidence

— and they interact without resorting to any ex-ante commitment to the reciprocal consistency of their

actions, thus implicitly addressing the plea by Solow (2005) for genuine micro-heterogeneity. Finally,

the aggregate dynamics emerge indirectly from the interactions of these agents.

In what follows we sketch the functioning of the various sectors that compose the model, but we

devote particular attention to the banking system and the mechanisms of credit allocation, which are the

key ingredients for the analysis that will follow. Further details on the backbone of the model can be

found in the Appendix.
11In Lamperti et al. (2018b) the model was calibrated to emissions growth, but not to temperature. However, the climate

module was different and inspired to Sterman et al. (2013).
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3.1 The capital and consumption good sectors

Firms in the capital-good industry (identified with the subscript i) produce machines by employing labor

and energy. These machines are then sold to consumption-good firms (identified with the subscript j).

Capital-good firms invest in R&D a fraction of their past sales in order to discover new machines or

imitate those of their competitors. New machines can be more productive, energy efficient, or “greener”

(i.e. as indicated by the level of CO2 emissions they entail). Indeed, machines and production technolo-

gies induce CO2 emissions, as defined by a technical coefficient proxying their heterogeneous emission

intensities, i.e. the amount of carbon dioxide emitted for each unit of energy employed throughout the

production process. Therefore the amount of CO2 emissions depends on technical change in the up-

stream sector (the characteristics of machines produced and sold) as well as on investment decisions in

the downstream sector (defining the choice of new machines and their diffusion in the economy).

Consumption-good firms produce a homogeneous good using their stock of machines, energy and labor

under constant returns to scale. If the current capital, Kj(t), is not sufficient to satisfy the desired level

of production, they can invest in new machines. Firms may also want to replace their current stock of

machines with more productive (and environmental-friendly) ones. Firms’ gross investment is simply the

sum of expansion and replacement investments. Such level of desired investment however can be limited

by financial constraints. Consumption-good firms finance their investments as well as their production

relying on imperfect capital markets (Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981; Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1993). Firms first

use their stock of liquid assets, and if not sufficient, then ask for bank credit. The borrowing capacity of

firms is limited by their ratio between debt and sales. Banks provide loans to consumption-good firms on

a pecking order basis, ranking their clients according to their net worth-to-sales ratio and then allocating

credit until it is entirely exhausted. If credit supply is lower than demand, some firms end up being

credit-rationed (see Section 3.3 below).

At the end of the period, firms receive sales revenues, compute their profits (see eq. 24 in the Appendix)

and pay taxes on positive profits. Firms with negative stocks of liquid assets or (approximately) zero

market shares exit the market and are replaced by new ones.

3.2 The energy sector

Energy production is performed by a set of heterogeneous power plants featuring green (renewable) or

brown (carbon-intensive) technologies. Such plants compete to produce homogeneous energy inputs

that are demanded from firms. Endogenous technological change occurs along both the green and brown

10



technological trajectories. Investments in new energy plants are decided by a central authority on the

basis of the lifetime costs of energy plants from alternative energy technologies.12 The central authority

is also assumed to compute profits in the industry and levy taxes.

Plants differ by their technical coefficients, reflecting cost structures, thermal efficiencies and environ-

mental impacts. While burning fossil fuels yields emissions, the carbon footprint of green plants is

assumed to be zero. Brown and green plants exhibit opposite cost outlines: marginal production costs

are relatively larger for dirty energies, while fixed and instalment costs are higher for clean energies. The

levelised cost of energy reflects an initial cost-advantage of brown plants.13

The energy market is competitive. Plants submit production orders at their marginal production cost;

then, the central authority ranks all orders and allow production on a merit-order basis (the cheapest

plant is activated first). The price of energy is fixed in every period according to an additive markup over

the marginal cost of the last activated plant (see eq. 28).

Investment in the energy sector can be associated to i) the replacement of old and obsolete plants or ii)

capacity expansion. Replacement is due to the fact that all (brown and green) plants have a constant

life-time, while expansionary investments are needed to face an eventually increasing energy demand.

In each period, investments are made of green or brown plants according to the relative levelized cost of

energy.

3.3 The banking sector

The structure of the banking sector is akin to Dosi et al. (2015), which provided one of the first contri-

butions matching an agent-based model of endogenous growth with an articulated financial system (see

Raberto et al., 2012; Assenza et al., 2015; Caiani et al., 2016; Popoyan et al., 2017; van der Hoog and

Dawid, 2017 for some alternatives). It is composed of B heterogeneous commercial banks gathering de-

posits and providing credit to firms and a central bank running monetary and macro-prudential policies.

The number of commercial banks is constant (no entry) and is proportional to the number of firms in the

consumption-good sector (F2): B = F2
αb

.14 Heterogeneity is crucial to study the emergence of banking

crises and their effects on the real side through the credit channel. For example, insolvencies of some

banks might have an impact on specific production activities and the public budget, thereby altering the
12This implies that investments might dynamically lead to lock-ins in certain energy technologies, which would reflect an

history of R&D activities and innovations along a prevailing technological trajectory.
13See the various Annual Energy Outlook publications by the International Energy Association and the US Energy Informa-

tion Administration.
14αb is a parameter controlling for the competitiveness of the banking industry.
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dynamics of competition among firms. If the banking sector was aggregate, the effects of instability

would - to the contrary - cut equally across firms. On the opposite side, a change in the risk profile of

firms can have a different effect on some banks with respect to others (e.g. small vs. large; more or less

leveraged) with aggregate implications that are difficult to derive ex-ante. 15 At the beginning of the

simulation, firms are randomly assigned to a bank, so that the distribution of clients per bank follows a

Pareto distribution (Janicki and Prescott, 2006).16 The relative sizes of banks’ balance-sheet, and as a

consequence, credit supply, then evolves endogenously depending on micro positive (profits) and nega-

tive (bad loans) shocks. Indeed, credit supply is limited by the bank’s equity NWb through a simplified

Basel-II capital adequacy rule:

TCb(t) =
NWb(t− 1)

κ
(1)

where TCb indicates total credit supplied by bank b and κ > 0 expresses the capital requirement fixed

by the regulatory authority (the central bank in our case).17 Then, banks evaluate applicants in terms of

their perceived creditworthness as expressed by the ratio between past net worth, NWj(t− 1), and past

sales, Sj(t− 1). Let Ab(t) be the set of applicants at bank b in period t

Creditworthinessj(t) =
NWj(t− 1)

Sj(t− 1)
∀j ∈ Ab(t). (2)

Firms applying for a loan are then ranked as follows

Rankj(t) < Rankk(t) ⇐⇒ Creditworthinessj(t) > Creditworthinessk(t) ∀j, k ∈ Ab(t) (3)

where Rankj,k ∈ N. Banks provide loans following the ranking and until maximum credit supply is

reached. While in the baseline configuration credit provision is just affected by the creditworthiness of

the applicant, we will study the effects of including climate-related risks in Section 5.

Banks earn profits from the loans they allocate as well as the government bonds they buy. All banks apply

a homogenous mark-up black µb on the central bank interest rate (r, see eq. 7): rdeb(t) = (1 + µb)r(t).

Then, they fix a risk premium on the basis of clients’ position in the credit ranking. In every period, four
15The interested reader might also want to look at Haldane and Turrell (2018) for a discussion on the role of heterogeneity

and interactions in models of the financial system.
16In particular, we account for the presence of a “fat” right tail of the distribution. This is obtained setting the shape parameter

to 0.8, and is tested for robustness in the range from 0.6 to 1. While we acknowledge that small samples might not adequately
reflect the tail of the distribution and vary considerably from run to run, the relatively low standard errors in our Monte Carlo
exercises suggest robustness of our results.

17We assume here that banks always set their credit amount at the limit and keep the minimum capital requirements allowed
by the regulation (see both equations 1 and 8). This feature allows policy experiments on capital adequacy ratios to unambigu-
ously affect the ability of banks to lend. Differently, in Dosi et al. (2015) and Lamperti et al. (2019) banks also maintain a
counter-cyclical buffer in order to reduce their exposure in bad times.
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credit classes are created by the banks, corresponding to the quartiles in their ranking of clients. Given

the base loan rate rdeb, each firm pays:

rdeb,j(t) = (1 + (qj − 1)kscale)rdeb(t), (4)

where qj is the quartile of firm j’ ranking and kscale is a scaling parameter. Firms’ deposits are provided

an interest rate rD, banks’ reserves at the central bank yield the reserve rate rres and government bonds

pay a constant return such that rD ≤ rres ≤ rbonds ≤ r ≤ rdeb.

Hence, the profits of a bank can be expressed as follows:

Πb(t) =
∑

clients

rdeb,j(t)Debj(t) + rres(t)Cashb(t) + rbonds(t)Bondsb(t)− rDDepb(t)−BDb(t), (5)

where, for each bank b, Debj represents clients’ debt, Cashb are the liquidities, Bondb is the stock of

government bonds, and BDb indicates non-performing loans. Loan losses occur whenever a borrower

goes bankrupt and exits the market with a positive debt, which may lead to negative profits. Profits are

taxed and added to the net worth of the bank:

NWb(t) = Loansb(t) + Cashb(t) +Bondsb(t)−Depb(t) + Π∗b(t), (6)

where Loansb represents the sum of existing loans provided by the bank b to its clients and Π∗b the

after-tax value of bank profits.

A bank goes bankrupt when its net worth becomes negative (due to the accumulation of loan losses),

and it is then bailed-out by the government. Since this is the only mechanism of financial instability that

we consider, which has been proven large under rapid climate change in Lamperti et al. (2019), we can

single out how altering credit allocation to firms may alleviate or exacerbate risks for the banking system.

The cost of the public bail out (GB) is the difference between the failing bank’s net worth before and after

the public intervention. Specifically, we assume that the bank’s equity after the bailout is a fraction of

the equity value of the smallest incumbent, provided it satisfies the capital adequacy ratio. Mirroring the

entry rule of firms in the real sector, this fraction is a random draw from a Uniform distribution between

φ1 and φ2. The bail-outs thus represent part of the public costs of climate-induced financial losses. Such

assumption finds in line with the historical evidence of large government spending in rescuing banking

institutions during financial crises (Laeven and Valencia, 2012).
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3.4 The central bank and the government

The central bank runs monetary and macroprudential policies. In that, it fixes the policy rate according

to a Taylor rule (Taylor, 1993; Howitt, 1992) of the following type:

r(t) = rT (t) + γπ(π(t)− πT ) + γU (UT − U(t)), (7)

where γπ, γU > 1, πT indicates the target level of inflation, UT the target level of unemployment and rT

the target interest rate. Further, the central bank implements a stylized Basel-II type capital requirements

scheme that determines the capital adequacy ratio κ:

κ =
NWb(t− 1)

RWAb(t)
=

NWb(t− 1)

θ1Loansb(t) + θ2Bondsb(t)
(8)

where RWAb represents the risk-weighted assets of bank b and θ1,2 are the weights. According to the

prevailing practices, we assume that bonds are risk-free (θ1 = 0) and commercial loans are full weight

(θ1 = 1). Hence, the risk-weighted assets coincide with the total amount of loans to firms, and equation

(1) can be retrieved from (8). In short, given the net worth of a bank at the beginning of each period, the

macro-prudential framework limits the risks it can expose to when lending to firms. While the baseline

prudential policy in the model assume κ = 9% and equal weights for loan, section 5 introduces different

requirements for green and brown assets, as the latter entail climate-related physical risks while former

does not.

Taxes and subsidies are the fiscal instruments that contribute to the aggregate demand management.

Our setup includes automatic stabilizers which help the economic system to recover from recessions.

Taxes paid by firms and banks on their profits are gathered by the government at the fixed tax rate

taxp. Workers’ income is taxed at the rate taxi,18 which is also fixed. Total government revenues are

indicated as Taxes. Direct government expenses G are composed of subsidies to unemployed workers,

who receive a fraction (wU ) of the current market wage;19 the costs of bank bailouts and the costs of any

additional climate policy involving public spending (see Section 5.1 for further details). In addition to

these primary expenses, the government pays interests on its stock of sovereign bonds (SB) owned by

banks and the central bank. The cost of public debt on government’s deficit is then equal to CD(t) =

rbonds(t)SB(t− 1).

Then, the public deficit corresponds to:

Def(t) = G(t)− Taxes(t) + CD(t), (9)
18This excludes unemployed workers.
19The dynamics of the market wage are described in the Appendix, eq. 35.
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If the deficit is positive the government issues new sovereign bonds, which are bought by banks according

to their share in the total supply of credit (and by the central bank as an eventual lender of last resort);

when the deficit is negative, the government uses its surplus to repay its stock of debt.

3.5 Model calibration and validation

As in every ABM, the properties of the model are analyzed via extensive computer simulations. We

first calibrate and empirically validate the “baseline” or “business-as-usual” model, in absence of climate

impacts and green financial policies. We do so by performing a Monte Carlo analysis of 300 independent

model replications in order to assess whether the statistical properties of artificially-generated micro-

economic and macroeconomic data are similar to their empirically-observed counterparts (for a critical

review of the validation techniques for ABMs see Fagiolo et al., 2019).

We configure the baseline model in a high growth, high emissions scenario without considering cli-

mate impacts. It is intended to proxy a SSP 5 cum RCP 8.5 future (van Vuuren et al., 2014), characterized

by high output growth (O’Neill et al., 2014), sustained energy demand (Riahi et al., 2017) and soaring

emission concentrations until the end of the century (Riahi et al., 2011). To obtain such configuration

we rely on an indirect calibration approach (Fagiolo et al., 2007). We first search the parameter space

to identify a set of calibration candidates that allow matching as closely as possible the target empiri-

cal features reported in Table 1; then we retain the candidate that is closest to the parameter sets tested

and employed in earlier versions of the model (Dosi et al., 2015; Lamperti et al., 2018b); hence, we

check whether the selected configuration allows to replicate a long list of micro- and macro-level styl-

ized facts.20 The main parameters obtained through such a procedure are listed in Table 2, while the

complete list in the Appendix, which also contains a discussion and a list of the stylized facts that the

model successfully replicates.

4 Credit provision, banking and the climate

Figure 1 shows the behavior of main macroeconomic variables (output, unemployment, emissions) and

the temperature anomaly simulated by the model in the baseline configuration, i.e. without climate

impacts and green financial policies. Endogenous growth emerges together with business cycles. The

sustained growth of output spurs emissions leading to temperature increases, all consistent with a SSP5
20Please notice that our calibration differs from the one in Lamperti et al. (2019) as it focuses more to past empirically

observed features of modern economies, rather than future projections, in line with the prevailing practice in the macro ABM
literature.
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Table 1: Main socio-economic features of the high growth, high emission scenario and the simulated
counterparts obtained from the baseline model runs. The behaviour of targeted macroeconomic series is
expressed through historical averages corresponding to the business-as-usual.

Scenario setting – without climate impacts

Target (historical average) Data source Model average St. dev.

Yearly GDP growth 0.044 WDI 0.032 0.010
Unemployment rate 0.061 WDI 0.092 0.026
Energy demand growth 0.023 WDI 0.025 0.009
Emissions growth 0.018 CDIAC 0.016 0.001
Volatility of output 0.018 FRED 0.261 0.013
Temperature at 2100 - - 4.57 0.590

Note: All values refer to a Monte Carlo of size 300. Temperature is expressed in Celsius degrees above the preindustrial level, which is
assumed to be 14 Celsius degrees. WDI stands for World Development Indicators, provided by the World Bank. Empirical counterparts
are computed over large time spans, but are subject to data availability: World real GDP, unemployment and CO2 emissions data refer to
the period from 1980 to 2010; employed energy consumption data go from 1991 to 2013; quarterly data for volatility analysis are from
1970 to 2007 and refer to the US economy, but the reported features are quite robust across countries, see also Stock and Watson (1999);
Napoletano et al. (2006). Volatility of output is expressed as standard deviations of bandpass filtered series. Growth rates computed as
(yfinal − yinitial)/(yinitial ∗ T ).

Table 2: Main parameters and their values upon model calibration to the high growth, high emissions
scenario. The values of other parameters can be found in the Appendix.

Description Symbol (if any) Value

Number of firms in capital-good industry F1 50
Number of firms in consumption-good industry F2 200
Number of banks B 10
Basel II capital requirement κ 0.09
Profit tax rate taxp 0.15
Unemployment subsidy rate wU 0.35
Carbon-climate sensitivity λCCR 1.8
First order damage response to temperature c1 0
Second order damage response to temperature c2 0.0022
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Figure 1: Main macroeconomic and climate-related variables in the baseline scenario. A single run
is showed. GDP is expressed in logs and normalized to its initial values. Emissions are measured in
GtCO2eq. Temperature is expressed in Celsius degrees above the pre-industrial level.

scenario. Table 1 compares the statistics in the simulated and historical data. The emerging dynamics are

qualitatively comparable to the baseline scenario analysed in Lamperti et al. (2019), as the structure of

the configuration (no policy, no impacts) is identical. The use of a different calibration obviously alters

the quantitative figures, but we interpret the slight difference as a signal of robustness.

Although banks exhibit a relatively balanced financial structure and obtain a positive average net

profit rate, banking crises endogenously emerge triggering deep downturns (cf. Figure 2; see also Dosi

et al., 2015). Nonetheless, in this setup without climate damages, bank bailouts appear fairly distributed

across time, even though clusters indicates occasional periods of particular distress. In turn, public debt

fluctuate around 80% of GDP.
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Table 3: Main features of the banking system in the baseline scenario. Monte Carlo averages and standard
deviations are reported.

Banking system statistics – without climate impacts

Variable MC average MC std. dev.

Public debt over GDP 0.82 0.09
Banks’ debt over equity 1.55 0.14
Banks’ (net) profits over deposits 0.04 0.01
Number of bailouts/10y 5.4 1.9
Average cost of bailout (% of GDP) 8.3 2.1

Note: All values refer to a Monte Carlo of size 300. Bank variables refer to an average across all banks in the model.
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Figure 2: Number of bank bailouts carried out by the government in the baseline (high growth, high
emissions) scenario without climate impacts. A single run is showed.
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The view that the level and composition of lending activities is crucial in influencing the growth

rate and business cycle properties of modern economies has long-standing roots (Gurley and Shaw,

1955; Kindleberger, 1978). From a Keynesian perspective, credit-fueled investments can foster aggregate

demand, increase productivity and wage growth without dampening the financial conditions of firms. At

the same time, credit booms can nurture firms’ financial fragility possibly leading to banking crises à

la Minsky (1977, 1986). Naturally, the foregoing dynamics are intimately intertwined with government

and central bank policies and macroprudential regulation.

In the DSK model, Basel II macroprudential regulation constrains banks’ lending capacity, which

is proportional to their equities (cf. Section 3). In Figure 3 we show the average growth rate of the

economy for different values of the Basel capital adequacy ratio κ in presence (right) and absence (left)

of climate impacts on the real economy. In particular, we let k vary around its baseline value (k = 0.09),

which is representative of the Basel II regulation. To facilitate interpretation, we report on the horizontal

axis the inverse of the capital requirement 1
κ (with 1/k = 11.11 in the baseline); therefore as values

on the horizontal axis increase, credit supply enlarges and firms’ financial constraints are loosened. In

the scenario without climate impacts, the relation between average GDP growth and maximum credit

supply is non-linear (Figure 3, left). We find that lessening macroprudential regulation constraints has a

positive impact on GDP growth up to an upper threshold, then its effect becomes negligible (in line with

the results in Dosi et al., 2013).
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Figure 3: Credit supply and growth of the economy in absence (left) and presence (right) of climate
impacts. Box-plots based on 300 independent model runs. 1/κ indicates the ability of banks to provide
credit above their equities according to the Basel II regulation.

These aggregate impacts reflect the role of credit provision to firms. Intuitively, firms that request
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loans to banks need to either expand or renew their capital stock (see Section 3). In both cases, they are

likely to substitute relatively lower productive machines with novel and more productive ones. Indeed,

larger credit supply stimulates the ability of firms to invest in capital goods (Figure 4, top-left panel.

Such investments obviously absorb liquid assets and increase the stock of debt, thereby augmenting

firms’ leverage, which prompts larger bankruptcy rates when credit conditions are excessively loose (i.e.

for high levels of 1/κ; crf. Figure 4, middle-left panel). To better inspect the firm-level consequences of

credit provision we run a simulation experiment whose results are summarised in Figure 5. In particular,

the figure depicts how the access to external financing affects the productivity and creditworthiness of

firms (measured as the ratio between past net worth NWj(t−1) and past sales Sj(t−1), see Section 3):

it compares these variable one and five years ahead of receiving credit to the average firm in the sector

(black dotted line), and to a counterfactual firm which would be denied credit (displayed in blue). We

recognize two effects of credit provision.

First, a productivity-enhancing effect. Access to credit allows improving productivity both with

respect to the counterfactual of being credit-rationed and to the average in the consumption-good sector.

Further, such effect is quite persistent over time, as median productivity differentials remains significantly

different not only 1 but also 5 years after receiving credit.21

Second, a fragility-enhancing effect. Access to external financing reduces firms’ creditworthiness in

the aftermath of credit provision with respect to a counter-factual where the same firms did not receive the

requested loan. Even though such negative effect reverts over time for the median firm, the distribution

of firms’ creditworthiness enlarges considerably and skews the distribution to the left, suggesting that

while beneficial in aggregate, the balance-sheet of many business becomes de-facto more fragile in the

years after credit provision.

The prevalence of either one or another effect in shaping the macroeconomic outcome is uncertain

and depends on the regulatory context. When the constraints on total credit are loosened, the increase

in GDP growth identified above (Figure 3, left) are driven by the labor-productivity enhancing effect of

credit. Figure 4 (middle and bottom left panels) shows that such stimulus is mirrored by a decrease in

banks’ and firms’ failure rates, which shrink by few percentage points when restrictions to credit provi-

sion are gradually relaxed (i.e. 1/κ moves from 3 to around 11). However, as credit supply is further

expanded (1/κ > 11), the fragility-enhancing effect bites back leading to higher banks and firms fail-

ures. Hence, the stability of the banking system is also non-linearly affected by the size of the credit

supply, giving rise to a U-shaped relationship between the inverse of the capital adequacy ratio and the
21Recall that 1 year corresponds to 4 simulation periods in the model.
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bankruptcy rates of banks and firms (see Figure 4 and Dosi et al., 2013). Intuitively, stringent macro-

prudential regulation reduces the availability of loans, forcing firms to rely more heavily on their highly

volatile net profits and - de facto - limiting their ability to invest. At the opposite end, relaxing capital

requirements fuels credit booms, eventually leading to overproduction and over-investment episodes (see

the top and middle panel in Figure 4). The potentially destabilizing effect of excessive credit supply is

also visible from its positive association with the cost of banks’ bailouts (Figure 6).
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Figure 4: Credit supply and the investment rate of firms (top), the failure rate of firms (middle) and
the failure of banks (bottom) in absence (left) and presence (right) of climate impacts. Box-plots based
on 300 independent model runs. Investment rate is measured through the investments to capital stock
ratio. 1/κ indicates the ability of banks to provide credit above their equities according to the Basel II
regulation.
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Let us now move to the inclusion of climate change impacts, which may alter the aggregate effects

of credit-provision (cf. right panel of Figure 3). We account for the feedback of climate change on the

economy following a robust and increasing empirical evidence (Dell et al., 2009; Hsiang et al., 2017),

and considering three different types of climate-impacts: damages to labor productivity, damages to the

capital stock of firms and a combination of these two effects.22

22To be more precise, ALP
i andBLP

i are reduced when climate change affects labor productivity; Ki is cut when shocks target
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First, climate change shocks exerts a negative effect on the long-run performance of the economy,

independently of the macroprudential framework (in line with Lamperti et al., 2018b): GDP growth is

systematically lower in the right panel compared to the left one. Second, the type of climate impact

damages affects the response of credit and economic dynamics. More specifically, when climate shocks

hit firms’ labor productivity, a reverse U-shaped relation between credit availability and output growth

emerges (cf. green and black box-plots). Climate change harms firms’ profitability, which reduces the

ability of firm to invest in new machines and - hence - to spur technological advances (see Figure 4,

top panel). Under these conditions, low credit supply exacerbates the negative effect on growth, while

excessive lending induces over-investment, which increases the financial fragility of firms, making them

more vulnerable to negative productivity impacts. Indeed, we also observe more frequent and longer

crises (this is also reflected in a higher number of bank failures, see Figure 4) that contract the GDP

growth rate with respect to the baseline. Overall, climate damages affecting labor productivity exacerbate

the trade-off between the productivity-enhancing and the fragility-enhancing effects of credit provision.

Instead, climate damages to capital stock raise the desired level of investment in machines, as firms

need to rebuild capacity. In presence of buoyant credit conditions, the investment rate lifts-up consider-

ably, overcoming the counter-factual levels observed in absence of climate-relates effects. This boosts

the performance of the economy thanks to the diffusion of novel vintages of capital, and reduces both the

bankruptcy rate of firms and the instability of the banking sector (see the right panels of Figures 3 and

4).23 Indeed, for the same level of total credit supply, capital damages make firms scoring high in banks’

credit ranking exhausting a large share of available, as their investment needs are increased. This leave

the other firms credit rationed. As a consequence, the bulk of credit goes to the relatively safer firms

and banks can benefit via lower rates of default. In addition, contrarily to the case of damages to labour

productivity, shocks to capital stocks do not substantially cut demand (crf. Figure 3, further preserving

the stimulus to invest.

5 Financial policy tools to cope with climate risks

Despite a variety of discussions about the role of financial regulators and central bankers in the develop-

ment of climate-related risks (Campiglio et al., 2018; Monasterolo, 2020), few mechanisms have been

the capital stock while both lessen in the third case. In those cases where we study a combination of labor productivity and
capital shocks, the share of damage attached to the two dimensions is determined by the labor share of output: being x% the
size of the shock suffered by firm i and sL the labor share, the climate damage to the productivity of workers of firm i amounts
to sLx%. Relevantly, there is ample and robust evidence that climate change affects both labor and capital inputs (Dell et al.,
2009; Hsiang et al., 2017).

23Note, however, that climate shocks hitting capital stock considerably increase the volatility of growth. More on that in
Lamperti et al. (2018b, 2019).
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robustly tested in the literature. Part of the reason lies in the structure of many climate-economy mod-

els, which are not suited to study the interactions between the real and the financial sides of economies

(Weyant, 2017). Further, those models often focus their analysis on policies characterized by monetary

incentives, while the majority of current proposals concern financial regulation mechanisms D’Orazio

and Popoyan (2019) that are difficult to implement into such aggregate frameworks. Krogstrup and

Oman (2019) extensively mention credit allocation and financial regulation policies (e.g. differential

liquidity and/or capital requirements) as tools to favour mitigation, but do not describe how they might

be implemented in practice.

We employ the DSK model with heterogeneous banks described in Section 3 as a “policy laboratory”

to study the impact of green financial regulations on economic dynamics and their interplay on both

financial stability and climate mitigation objectives. In particular, we test and compare three “climate-

finance” policy mechanisms that can influence the allocation of credit to firms, the level of risk borne

by banking institutions and the stability and growth of the economy (cf. Section 5.1), under both high-

climate-damage and no-climate-damage scenarios. Our ultimate goal is to study whether an appropriate

financial regulation framework can stabilize the economy, while mitigating the impact of climate change

by fostering investments in green businesses.24

5.1 Green financial policies

As shown in the previous section, the banking sector, the real economy and climate change are interre-

lated: climate change shocks negatively impact the economy and affect the bankruptcies of firms and

banks, while the decisions of economic agents affect the intensity and speed of climate change. The

banking sector can both increase the resilience of the system to climate-related risks (see also Section 2),

and channel investments towards sustainable projects, thus helping emission mitigation. In the following

we study three “green” financial policy tools pursuing either one or both these goals by altering the dy-

namics of credit provision (see Figure 7). These policies are shaped in the form of regulations altering the

mechanisms of credit provision to firms (see Section 3), by leveraging on the distinction between green

and brown firms. Green firms corresponds to the αG% least emitting consumption-good businesses in the

economy. In particular, we set αG = 0.25, i.e. we focus on the quartile of consumption-good firms with

the lowest level of emission intensity (AEI ). While we acknowledge an oversimplification in our defini-

tion of “green”, there is a generalized difficulty at providing an adequate taxonomy, as highlighted in the

final report of the High Level Expert Group on Sustainable Finance (HLEG, 2018). To test the robustness
24Punzi (2019) develops a DSGE to show that providing credit to green firms is essential to kick-start the transition, but

overlooks the possible effects on credit quality, financial stability and the physical risks of climate change.
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of our findings to alternative definitions, we run a battery of robustness exercises in the Appendix.

Carbon-risk adjustment. Recent studies have put forward the idea of disclosing information on the car-

bon footprint of businesses and also on their exposure to climate-related events - e.g. weather extremes

(Monasterolo et al., 2017; HLEG, 2017; Goldstein et al., 2018). In economies exposed to climate impacts

and to the effects of climate policy (see the discussion on stranded assets in Section 2), such information

should complement the standard balance-sheet measures in assessing the expected solvency of firms.

Here, we characterize a policy scheme that forces firms to disclose their level of emission intensity to-

gether with their balance-sheet information. We assume that such information is immediately observed

by banks, which in turn use it in their credit ranking (see also Figure 7, bottom-right), where balance-

sheet and emission information have the same weight for simplicity and higher emissions negatively

affect the position in the ranking. In other words, we hypothesize that banks are susceptible to infor-

mation (i.e. carbon emissions) revealing the exposure of firms to additional costs they would need to

bear if a climate policy (e.g. a carbon tax) was introduced. In particular, if RankCW = 1, ..., Ab and

RankEI = 1, ..., Ab indicate the position of firms applying for a loan at bank b in two rankings based

on the sales-to-net-worth ratio (see equation 3) and on emission intensity (where RankEIj < RankEIk if

and only if AEIj < AEIk ) respectively, then carbon risk adjustment implies that credit will be allocated

to firms according to a pecking-order indexed by:

RankCRA =
RankCW +RankEI

2
. (10)

The carbon-risk adjustment of the credit ranking then implies that green firms “climb” in the pecking-

order, reducing their probability to be credit-constrained. Banks fix their total supply of credit according

to the standard Basel II framework. However, as borrowers’ financial health is no longer the unique cri-

teria for credit allocation, the probability of defaults on loan increases, possibly amplifying the financial

fragility of banks. The reason is that when credit is allocated using (also) emission intensity, the amount

of credit supply – everything else being equal – does not vary, but it is allocated to riskier firms than if

creditworthiness was the only used metric.

Green public guarantees (or green credit easing). This is a form of credit easing where the government

“backs” loans to green firms, thereby favouring financing of green projects. More specifically, if a green

firm applies for a loan, the government steps in and provides a guarantee on the total amount of the

credit.25 Hence, if a green firm is not able to pay its loan, it does not go bankrupt: the government steps

in and repays the bank. Thus, government-backed green loans have the same default risk as sovereign
25Such type of initiatives already exist, even though they are far from being diffused. Here is an example from the EU.
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bonds, and consequently green firms are placed at the top of banks’ credit ranking. The effects of such

policy scheme are summarized in the bottom-left panel of Figure 7. Note that this green financial policy

does not expand credit supply beyond the limit set by the standard Basel II regulation. However, defaults

of green firms, if important, could cause public debt to soar. However, banks’ default rate is instead

decreased due to the guarantee scheme, which in turn reduces fiscal costs of banking crises. The overall

expected impact on public debt is therefore not easy to predict. Indeed, the public spending G(t) takes

now the following form:

G(t) = US(t) +Bail(t) +
∑
j

GL∗j (t) (11)

where US indicates total unemployment subsidies, Bail the total costs of banks’ bailouts and GL∗

non-performing green loans.

green Basel II capital requirements. Both Basel II and III capital requirements attribute different weights

to diverse types of assets in banks’ balance sheets to account for their degree of risk. Along this vein, a

green Basel II policy scheme excludes loans to green firms from banks’ capital requirements regulation,

thus relaxing the credit constraints of the former. More precisely, the macroprudential framework defines

the total supply of credit, which is allocated to both green and brown firms on a pecking-order basis.

As loans to green firms are excluded from the regulation, this expands the credit supply which can be

allocated to those green firms that would be credit rationed otherwise. In particular, the policy allows

banks to expand their supply of credit above the regulation limit (cf. eq. 1) by an amount that equals the

total size of green loans they concede. Hence, total credit granted by a bank b becomes:

TCb(t) = κNWb(t− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
to brown firms

+
∑
j

GLj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
to green firms

(12)

whereGLj indicates a loan to a green firm j such that its position in the pecking-order of bank b is lower

than that of the last brown firm receiving a loan.

Figure 7 shows the conceptual effects of such policy on credit allocation in the top-right panel,

compared to the benchmark setup. Note that as green Basel II allows banks to provide extra loans to

green firms, it enlarges their balance sheets, possibly increasing their solvency risk and the likelihood of

banking crises (see also Safarzyńska and van den Bergh, 2017).26

26Green capital requirements have been discussed in Campiglio (2016); EBP (2018) and D’Orazio and Popoyan (2019).
There are generally two forms that have been proposed: “de-risking” of green assets or “risk-augmenting” of brown assets in
the evaluation of the risk adjusted asset-side of banks’ balance-sheet. While the effects on the supply of credit might be - in
some cases - similar to the policy tested in the present paper, both instruments do not guarantee that funds are channeled to
green projects (see also Van Lerven and Ryan-Collins, 2018).
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of the financial policy tools examined in this study and their effects
on credit provision. Policy interventions are indicated in black color.
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5.2 Policy experiments: the micro mechanisms

Each of the three policies that we consider modify green firms’ access to credit with respect to the

baseline, though in different ways. In turns, altered credit conditions affect the interplay between the

productivity- and fragility enhancing effects discussed in the previous section (see Figure 8).

Intuitively, green credit easing guarantees that all loans requests filed by green firms are accepted by

banks examining them, as the credit risk is completely bore by the government and these assets become

- substantially - risk free. Carbon risk adjustment produces a prompt increase in the share of green firms

receiving credit, which roughly doubles with respect to the baseline. However, the effect is temporary and

tends to shrink in the long run, signalling worse credit risk for green businesses. Green firms financed

under the green Basel II policy scheme rise in the aftermath of policy implementation and stabilize

later. How these policies play out depends on the trade-off between the productivity-enhancing and the

fragility-enhancing effects of credit provision (see Section 4). To recall, even though access to credit has

- on average - a positive effect on firms’ performance, when it is provided to firms that are not financially

sound it might increase their likelihood of insolvency. Hence, while investments into green firms favour

emission reductions and mitigate future physical risks (consistently with Ponta et al., 2018), they can

move banks’ exposure towards less credit-worth businesses.

Indeed, figure 8 shows that carbon risk adjustment and, especially, green credit easing entail a short

vs. long run trade-off reflecting whether the productivity- or fragility- enhancing effect prevails. While

in the short run, penalizing balance-sheet indicators with respect to environmental ones does not af-

fect the relative performance of green (vis-á-vis brown) businesses, over the long run the cumulative

effects linked to a progressive deterioration of credit quality substantially reduces productivity, and then

competitiveness and market shares.27 Contrarily, the green Basel II policy scheme improves the relative

performance of green firms (both in terms of productivity and financial conditions) in the short run, while

loosing efficacy over time. Such behaviour is driven by two factors: (i) the policy increases the share of

green firms receiving credit yet maintaining the creditworthiness-based ranking in loans’ allocation and

interest rates setting, and (ii) it expands credit supply, but just until when firms’ credit-worth ranking is

stabilized.

Tacking stock of such effects over time, it is relevant inspecting how our policies perform with

respect to the baseline scenario. Table 4 reports such information, disaggregating between firms receiving

credit (binned into quartiles based on their credit risk) and the average firm in the economy. Figures
27Productivity affects costs and prices, which in turn determines firms’ competitiveness in terms of ability to attract final

demand (see Section 6).
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in the table are expressed as averages along the simulation normalised by the corresponding value in

the baseline: for example, a coefficient of 0.92 indicates that the experiment delivers an average value

corresponding to 92% of the baseline counterpart. All three policies reduce the productivity-enhancing

effect of credit provision, while exacerbating the fragility-enhancing effect. Such mechanism become

increasingly stronger for middle-bottom and bottom quartiles of externally financed firms. This result

highlights the strong destabilizing role of credit supplied to fragile businesses, in line with Minskyan-type

dynamics. However, the green Basel II policy improves both the average productivity of the economy

and its credit quality, thanks to the expansionary effect of credit supply, which is also well visible in

figures 1 and 2. Indeed, the green Basel II scheme is the only intervention altering, everything else being

equal, the total supply of credit. In that, firms can enjoy the positive effect of additional loan provision

on their investment rate (see the discussion in Section 4). On the contrary, the increased exposure of

banks - which is made possible by the presence of green firms in the ranking - is not sufficiently large to

show the destabilizing effects of systematically reducing capital requirements (see Figure 4, middle and

bottom panels). Our model suggests that credit provision does not harm the economy per-se, but fragility

crucially depends on the mechanism of credit allocation. Intuitively, the downside of a green Basel II

policy consists in a modest efficacy at financing green businesses that, coupled with larger effects on

productivity gains that stimulate demand and growth, might fail to cut the total amount of emissions.

The analysis of aggregate dynamics follows in section 5.3.1.

By altering banks’ exposure towards green vs. brown firms, each policy affects the operative results

and balance-sheet conditions in the banking industry with respect to the baseline (see Table 5, where

values deserve the same interpretation as in Table 4). The worsening of firms’ creditworthiness under

carbon risk adjustment has the detrimental effect of increasing the instability of banks, which turn out

with losses on loans that are about 30% larger than in the baseline and cause a +11% surge in the

average periods of negative profits. The immediate consequence of such phenomenon is a reduction of

the total supply of credit to the real economy via equity shrinkages (cf. equation 1). In contrast, green

credit easing moves credit risk away from the banking sector, which is substantially unaffected by the

policy: even though the insolvency likelihood of firms increases, the economic consequences of an higher

number of bankruptcies are borne by the government and credit provision is thus unaffected by bad debt.

Green Basel II adversely affects banks’ profitability - though to a lesser extent than risk adjustment - but

significantly enlarges the supply of credit to the economy (+26% with respect to the baseline).

Overall, two complementary insights emerge from the inspection of the micro-level effects that our

policy schemes produce. On one side, when credit allocation decisions start including environmental
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factors beyond balance-sheet indicators, the fragility-enhancing effect of loan provision risks outweigh-

ing the productivity-enhancing effect, with harmful implications to bank stability. On the other, allowing

banks exposed to green firms to enlarge credit supply enhances productivity growth and - on average

- firms’ financial conditions. In the next section, we discuss the macroeconomic implications of such

effects both in absence and presence of the climate-related damages caused emissions that are differently

mitigated by each policy scheme.
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Figure 8: Graphical representation of the effects of green financial policies examined in this study on
the relative performance (with respect to the average firm) and access to credit of green firms over the
simulation period and in absence of climate change. Lines represent averages across 300 independent
runs.

5.3 Policy experiments: aggregate impacts

The aggregate impacts of climate-finance policies depend on the characteristics of the economic system

as well as the intensity and nature of climate damages. We compare a scenario with no climate-related

impacts with another one characterized by high responsiveness of climate damages to the temperature

(in line with Weitzman, 2009; Burke et al., 2015; Hsiang et al., 2017). First, we examine the effects of
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Table 4: Effects of the green financial policies on the performance of firms receiving credit in absence
of climate change (relative to the baseline: each coefficient reports the average value in the relevant
experiment normalised by the corresponding value in the baseline configuration). “Top” means most
creditworth. Two-sided t-tests with H0: “no difference between no policy (baseline) and the policy (the
experiment)” in parentheses are performed; (**) the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% level, (*) at 5%
significance level. † indicates that the null hypothesis of equal distributions of the variables is rejected
according to a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test at 5% significance level.

Policy Variable Quartile of firms ranked on creditworthiness Average firmtop middle-top middle-bottom bottom

Baseline (BAU)

productivity 1y ahead

1 1 1 1 1
Risk adjustment 0.92**† 0.88**† 0.84**† 0.8**† 0.89**†

Credit easing 0.75**† 0.77**† 0.81**† 0.85**† 0.85**†

Green Basel II 1.01 0.98 0.97 0.96* 1.26**†

Baseline (BAU)

creditworthness 1y ahead

1 1 1 1 1
Risk adjustment 0.86**† 0.72**† 0.64**† 0.41**† 0.76**†

Credit easing 0.66**† 0.69**† 0.78**† 0.82**† 0.73**†

Green Basel II 0.96 0.95*† 0.92**† 0.90**† 1.15**†

Table 5: Effects of the green financial policies examined in this study on the performance of banks
in absence of climate change (relative to the baseline: each coefficient reports the average value in
the relevant experiment normalised by the corresponding value in the baseline configuration). Two-
sided t-tests with H0: “no difference between no policy (baseline) and the policy (the experiment)”
in parentheses are performed; (**) the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% level, (*) at 5% significance
level. † indicates that the null hypothesis of equal distributions of the variables is rejected according to a
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test at 5% significance level.

Policy Losses on loans Frequency of periods with negative profits Total credit supply

Baseline (BAU) 1 1 1
Risk adjustment 1.31**† 1.11**† 0.92*†

Credit easing 0.91**† 0.93*† 1.08*†

Green Basel II 1.10**† 1.05 1.26**†

one policy at the time (cf. section 5.3.1) and, second, the case of a policy mix (cf. section 5.3.2).

5.3.1 Green financial policies: individual effects

Table 6 collects the results of our policy experiments with and without the impact of climate change. The

main difference between the two scenarios lies in the ability of the various policies to mitigate emissions

growth and the associated damages.

Let us start with our central results about policy effectiveness under climate change. All three mech-

anisms act as mild mitigation policies, allowing a reduction of emissions growth rates and thus softening

climate damages (see also Raberto et al., 2018). The mitigation mechanism behind a green Basel II
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policy goes through an increase in the pace of renovation of the capital stock (which is stimulated by

climate damages) with machines that, thanks to technical change, are (on average) more productive and

less emission-intense. In general, carbon risk adjustment is the least effective intervention, suggesting

that information disclosure on emission intensity and the inclusion of carbon risk in credit allocation are

not sufficient to redirect technology and production toward sustainable growth and to absorb increased

financial fragility.

Thanks to the productivity-enhancing effect green capital requirements significantly improve the

growth performance of the economy when climate shocks affect capital, as also emerged in Section 4.

However, such effect is not significant when rising temperatures depress the productivity of firms. These

results are consistent with the evidence collected in Figure 4 (top right panel). Looser credit conditions

- which allow banks to increase credit supply - induce a disproportionately stronger effect on firms’

investment rate when climate change impacts the capital stock of firm. Such effect is also preserved -

yet lessened - in the scenario where both capital and labour productivity impacts are considered. Credit

easing through government-backed loans to green firms significantly enhances banking stability across

all impact scenarios (see Table 12 and section 5.1); indeed, it acts as a system-stabilizer thanks to its

countercyclical nature. When the economy enters a downturn and the likelihood of firm bankruptcy

raises, green credit guarantees alleviate the negative impact of non-performing loans on the balance-

sheets of banks, preserving their ability to lean (against the wind, and prioritizing green firms). This

mitigates the “automatic destabilizer” effect of procyclical standard Basel II capital requirements (Dosi

et al., 2015; Popoyan et al., 2017) and leverage the productivity-enhancing effect of credit provision. The

downside of credit easing policies is that they enlarge the burden of public debt and, especially when left

alone (i.e. without any other intervention), the average debt to GDP ratio sensibly increases with respect

to the baseline.28

Both beneficial and adverse effects of green credit easing are exacerbated by climate shocks: while

public guarantees on loans are obviously more effective when counterparty risk increases, more frequent

failures impose a larger burden on public finances. Similarly, the concerns to productivity growth that

carbon risk adjustment brings about amplify under climate damages, as such policy does not entail any

direct mechanism that balances either the decrease in investment propensity or the increased default

rates that comes with labour and capital shocks (crf. Figure 4, top right panel). To the opposite, non-

performing loans shrink banks’ equities and further reduce credit supply. Intuitively, the effectiveness

of green financial policies introducing a distortion in the supply of credit depends on the actual coun-
28In particular, the debt to GDP ratio augments with respect to the BAU case, and then stabilizes with minor fluctuations

around the historical average.
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terbalancing of risks that would not be accounted otherwise. This is evident from Panel A in Table 6,

where policies are analyzed in absence of climate change and hence, long-run physical risks. Carbon

risk adjustment and green credit easing significantly weakens the performance of the economy (consis-

tently with analysis of section 5.1), though their effects on the banking sector are substantially different.

Carbon-risk adjustment tends to hamper GDP growth and, further, it exacerbates financial instability by

increasing banks’ failure rate. Indeed, when the economy does not suffer from climate damages and

emission reductions yields no effects on firms’ activities, the credit risk of firms uniquely depends on

their financial structure, and any attempt to foster green investments altering credit allocation decisions

increases the fragility of the system and the burden of public debt, either via bailout costs or paying back

the guarantee on green loans. Such costs, which are due to an increase in the credit risk the economy

has to bear, come along with a cut of the growth rate of emissions (by 5% and 7% respectively) that, in

contrast, reduces the long run physical risks of climate change. Thanks to mitigation, green credit easing

proves to be more effective at reducing banking crisis under climate change than without it. Differently,

green Basel II exploits the prevalence of the productivity-enhancing effect of credit provision and boosts

the performance of the economy, but fails to produce any significant mitigation effect.

5.3.2 Green financial policies: policy mix

Table 6 compares the effects of all policies to their joint combination with and without climate impacts.

To ease their readability, results obtained testing policy mixes composed of couples of instruments are

visible in figure 9; the interested reader finds in Appendix 6 detailed tables summarizing and statistically

testing all policy combinations.

The negative effects of green-financial policies are partially washed-out when the interventions are

combined. Indeed, a policy mix composed of the three tools allows the economy moving towards (i)

higher growth, (ii) enhanced banking stability and thinner public debt and (iii) sensibly lower carbon

emissions. This virtuous cycle dynamically reduces the destabilizing effects of climate change, thus

spurring output growth (averaging +21% with respect to the baseline) and shrinking bank failures (av-

eraging -21% with respect to the baseline). Our results suggest the non-additivity of macroprudential

policy tools (in line with Popoyan et al., 2017). Green financial policies are more powerful when capital

stock impacts are considered (see Table 6 and contrast panel A with panel B). As mentioned above, the

productivity-enhancing role of credit provision tend to dominate when firms need additional credit to

cope with capital losses induced by climate change. Indeed, capital renewal fosters the diffusion of novel

and relatively more productive machines, while credit easing absorbs risks stemming from an increased
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Table 6: Normalized values of target macroeconomic variables across policy experiments. Absolute
value of simulation t-statistic of two-sided tests with H0: “no difference between no policy (baseline)
and the policy (the experiment)” in parentheses; (**) the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% level, (*) at 5%
significance level. † indicates that the null hypothesis of equal distributions of the variables is rejected
according to a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test at 5% significance level. Values and tests are based on 300
independent model runs for each policy experiment. The value corresponding to the business as usual
(no policy, i.e. our baseline) is used to normalize and shown between brackets. The scenario “With
climate impacts” refers to the case with both labor and capital shocks.

GDP growth # Bank bailouts Debt to GDP Emissions growth

Panel A: No climate impacts

Baseline (BAU) 1 [0.032] 1 [0.014] 1 [0.82] 1 [0.019]

Risk adjustment 0.92**† 1.14**† 1.39** 0.95*
(2.35) (2.98) (4.71) (1.92)

Green credit easing 1.11* 0.90*† 1.42**† 0.93**†

(1.78) (1.87) (4.33) (2.10)
Green Basel II 1.17**† 1.06 0.87**† 0.99

(2.25) (1.48) (8.26) (0.86)
Policy mix 1.15**† 0.85**† 1.27**† 0.86**†

(2.49) (3.52) (6.39) (4.57)

Panel B: With climate impacts (capital and labour).

Baseline (BAU) 1 [0.024] 1 [0.035] 1 [2.09] 1 [0.014]

Risk adjustment 0.90**† 1.09* 1.04 0.95*
(2.53) (1.82) (1.49) (1.88)

Green credit easing 1.15*† 0.85**† 1.11*† 0.92**†

(2.58) (2.77) (1.84) (2.70)
Green Basel II 1.11*† 0.94 0.95* 0.93*†

(1.80) (1.87) (1.70) (1.88)
Policy mix 1.24**† 0.71**† 0.97* 0.76**†

(3.50) (6.04) (1.78) (4.02)

leverage that firms must sustain. Instead, when labour productivity is impacted by the climate, our set of

green financial policies are less effective in counterbalancing the long run effects (Figure 9 and Tables

11-14). In those circumstances, policymakers should rely more on adaptation and mitigation policies

outside the banking system or affecting different channels with respect to those explored in this paper.

Further, we find either synergetic or conflicting effects when the proposed policy mechanisms are

coupled. Indeed, while it is intuitive that they all channel funds towards green firms, the impact of their

interactions on the stability of the banking sector and public finances is less obvious. Coupling green cap-
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ital requirements with government-backed loans raises growth (+13% under labor-productivity damages

and +30% under capital damages; see Table 11) and stability (bailouts are reduced by 20% under labor

productivty damages and 14% under capital damages; see Table 12), without worsening the debt to GDP

ratio (see Table 13). Government-backed loans indeed mitigate the risk associated with banks’ credit

expansion under the green Basel II rule. Such complementary relationship becomes particularly rele-

vant when climate damages affect labour productivity, and the positive effect of credit expansion brought

about by green Basel II shrinks (see Sections 5.1 and 5.3.1). Intuitively, the productivity-enhancing ef-

fect of additional credit provision is out-weighted by the direct effect of the climate, and the instability-

enhancing effect tend to prevail. On the contrary, the green Basel II policy does not provide significant

benefits when coupled with carbon-risk adjustment, which acts a milder surrogate of green credit eas-

ing in channelling funds to green businesses but does not insulate the banking system from the ensuing

risks. Indeed, we find evidence of negative interactions (indicating substitutability) between green credit

guarantees and carbon-risk adjustment: their combination increases debt in all the impact scenarios, with

a tiny effect on the dynamics of output and emissions (see Tables 11 and 14), signalling that excessive

green financing might be detrimental to financial stability (Matikainen, 2017).

Overall, results point to dominance of positive interactions, especially in presence of climate impacts.

The emission mitigating effect induced by both carbon risk adjustment and green credit easing is not

affected by their coupling with green Basel II capital requirements. To the opposite, the downside effects

of the former (enhanced financial fragility and/or lower growth) are more than off-set by the policy

mix. In particular, the productivity-enhancing effect of the green Basel II framework counterbalances

the detrimental impact of public guarantees on productivity advances, while the higher risk of financial

instability due to carbon risk adjustment is absorbed by the green credit easing insurance scheme. The

first of these two phenomena is reinforced by climate shocks, which increase the willingness of firms to

invest in new machines. Hence, coupling the three green financial policies proposed in this paper seems

providing sufficient conditions for a win-win-win virtuous cycle that balances the productivity-enhancing

effects of credit provision to green firms and the additional risk than credit growth brings about.

Notwithstanding these results, simulation outcomes show that the aggregate macroeconomic costs

of climate impacts are still large for any combination of green-financial policies (see Tables 11 and 12),

which cannot provide full adaptation and complete resilience of our economic system to the negative

effects of strong climate change as in an SSP5-like future like the one we test in this paper. This is in line

with the results in Lamperti et al. (2018b), Dafermos et al. (2018) and Hannam et al. (2015) and calls

for wider combination of interventions — including fiscal, innovation and industrial policies — jointly
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acting on different aspects of the economic system to reduce emissions and foster system resilience.

6 Discussion and conclusions

Recent studies showed both that damages of unmitigated climate changes could be substantially in-

creased by banking crises and more generally financial market instability (Battiston et al., 2016; Lamperti

et al., 2019; Dafermos et al., 2018; Monasterolo, 2020) and that the banking system is already exposed

to climate physical risks (Noth and Schüwer, 2014). At the same time, banks have a pivotal role to

foster the transition to sustainable growth by channelling credit towards green firms and exposures away

from carbon-intense assets. A smooth transition would require a system that mitigates emissions while

keeping the banking system stable in the face of physical and transition risks.

In this paper, we shed light on such issues by extending the Dystopian Schumpeter meeting Keynes

(DSK) model (Lamperti et al., 2018a,b) to account for decentralized credit interactions between hetero-

geneous banks and firms. The model is employed to study the coevolution of climate change, financial

stability, business cycles and endogenous growth. We then use such framework as a “laboratory” to test

the impact of three “green” financial policies, namely green Basel-type capital requirements, green pub-

lic guarantees to credit, and carbon-risk adjustment in credit ratings. Our attention is on the interplay of

physical risks, green investment and credit market regulations, while we do not consider climate-policy

risks (e.g. stranded assets).

We find that the DSK model is able to account for coupled climate and economic dynamics and to re-

produce a large ensemble of micro and macro regularities concerning credit and real-economy dynamics.

Despite the indirect calibration approach we follow is not adequate to deliver quantitative predictions,

we obtain a set of robust qualitative insights. We isolate two outcomes of credit provision on firms and

banks’ performance: a productivity-enhancing effect linked to investment in more productive and greener

capital goods and a fragility-enhancing effect due to increased leverage. Banking sector instability mag-

nifies the impact of climate change via firm bankruptcies and endogenously-emerging banking crises.

Green-financial policy tools alter the mechanism of credit allocation and, hence, firms’ investment into

new capital goods. The three policy always mitigate carbon emissions, but their impact on the financial

and real sectors, as well as on public finance is not trivial due to the non-linear effects stemming from

the interactions of credit supply and heterogeneous climate damages hitting firms. However, the emer-

gent non-additivity of the policies seems beneficial to the system: the combination of the three green

financial interventions provides a sufficient condition for a win-win-win virtuous cycle of (i) sustained

growth, (i) enhanced banking resiliency and lower public debt, and (i) mitigated emissions. While in-
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Figure 9: Graphical representation of the effects of different policy combinations on average output
growth rate, banks failure rate and debt to GDP ratio. The graph is centered on the business as usual
(BAU); colors indicate the strength of variation with respect to the BAU, with green pointing to improve-
ments and black to worsening. Policy schemes that do not produce statistically significant differences
with respect to the BAU report values corresponding to the BAU. Tests’ p-value and t-statistic are re-
ported in Tables 11, 12 and 13.
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triguing, we interpret these sufficient conditions with caution: our results suggest that, at least for the

parameter configuration the model is calibrated to and for the implementation we have considered, the

three policies allow solving the fragility-productivity-emission trade-offs that emerge when they are dis-

jointed; however, calibration to region- or country- specific data would be needed to guide policy design

in practice.

Our findings underline the importance of coupling green Basel requirements (as advocated in Campiglio,

2016) with government’s intervention cooling down the risks from green projects (Safarzyńska and

van den Bergh, 2017; Monasterolo and Raberto, 2018; Raberto et al., 2018) and backing green loans. In-

deed, the instability provided by regulations aimed at increasing the appeal of green assets - which might

be of lower credit quality than brown ones (Mazzucato and Semieniuk, 2018)- can be complemented by

the expansionary effects of credit supply. However, as climate damages might out-weight these beneficial

impacts of credit fuelling and exacerbate its fragility-enhancing mechanism, a public guarantee on green

assets is needed to insulate the banking system, which would reduce losses and restore the efficacy of

the credit channel. In that, our results are consistent with the discussion in Krogstrup and Oman (2019),

where the authors stress that emission-mitigating credit allocation policies implemented by central banks

and financial regulators might have real effects comparable to fiscal policies. Despite we acknowledge

this could be an issue for central banks’ independence, we believe that - if proved successful against the

threat of large climate risks - green financial policies can be used to supplement more standard climate

policy tools to put the economy on a zero-emission sustainable growth path.

Before discussing possible extensions of our work we acknowledge a limitation. Our results hold for

the parameter configuration we retrieve through calibration. Although it results in simulated dynamics

that allow extensive stylised facts replication, a global sensitivity analysis could provide additional ro-

bustness to our findings. We leave such exercise to future research, perhaps relying upon surrogates to

remove constraints on computational time (e.g. Lamperti et al., 2018). Our work can be further expanded

in different dimensions. First, we could introduce other climate shocks affecting e.g. energy efficiency

or inventories and study their effects of macro-financial dynamics. Relatedly, the same policy and impact

assessments performed in this paper can be re-evaluated using alternative formulations of climate dam-

ages, for example relying on estimates from the blossoming climate econometrics literature (see Hsiang,

2016, for a survey). Second, we should provide a richer characterization of the financial system in order

to study the impact of other green policies such as green quantitative easing and the possible role of a

public investment bank supporting investment in sustainable technologies. Finally, we should better an-

alyze the possible interactions between green-financial policies and firms’ technological and investment
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decisions. Indeed, the introduction of an environmental-friendly financial regulation could induce firms

to reduce their emissions by “greening” their production, thus boosting the impact of these new policies.
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Appendix A - parameters

Table 7: Model parameters and initial conditions.

Description Symbol Value

parameters not involved in calibration
Monte Carlo replications MC 300
Time steps in economic system T 400
Number of firms in capital-good industry F1 50
Number of firms in consumption-good industry F2 200
Number of bank’s clients αb 20

parameters involved in calibration
Capital-good firms’ mark-up µ1 0.04
Consumption-good firm initial mark-up µ̄0 0.28
Energy monopolist’ mark-up µe 0.01
Uniform distribution supports [ϕ1, ϕ2] [0.10, 0.90]
Wage setting ∆ĀB weight ψ1 1
Wage setting ∆cpi weight ψ2 0
Wage setting ∆U weight ψ3 0
R&D investment propensity (industrial) ν 0.02
R&D allocation to innovative search ξ 0.5
Firm search capabilities parameters ζ1,2 0.3
R&D investment propensity (energy) ξe 0.01
Share of energy sales spent in R&D ve 0.01
Initial share of green energy 0.2
Beta distribution parameters (innovation) (α1, β1) (3, 3)
Beta distribution support (innovation) [χ1, χ̄1] [−0.075, 0.075]
New customer sample parameter ω̄ 0.5
Desired inventories l 0.1
Physical scrapping age (industrial) η 19
Physical scrapping age (energy) ηe 80
Payback period (industrial) b 3
Payback period (energy) be 10
Mark-up on base loan interest rate µb 0.30
Scaling parameter for interest rate cost kscale 0.10
Extremes of support for bailout policy [φ1, φ2] [0.10, 0.90]
Inflation adjustment parameter γπ 1.10
Unemployment adjustment parameter γU 1.10
Income tax rate taxi 0.15
Profit tax rate taxp 0.15
Unemployment subsidy rate wU 0.35
Carbon-climate sensitivity λCCR 1.8
First order damage response to temperature c1 0
Second order damage response to temperature c2 0.0022
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Appendix B - DSK model complements

In this appendix we present the full formal structure of the model discussed in section 3, as also described in detail
in Lamperti et al. (2018b) and Dosi et al. (2015).

Modeling details - capital-good and consumption-good sectors

Firms’ production

The unit cost of production of both capital- and consumption-good firms depends on labor productivity (indicated
by apex LP ), workers’ wage (w)29, energy efficiency (indicated by apex EE), as well as energy price (pe):

ccapi (t) =
w(t)

BLPi,τ
+
pe(t)

BEEi,τ
, (13)

cconj (t) =
w(t)

ALPi,τ
+
pe(t)

AEEi,τ
, (14)

where B indicates the productivity of capital good firms’ machines and A the productivity of consumption good
firms’ technology, as embedded in their machines, and obtained from their capital-good supplier. τ refers to the
vintage of these technologies.

Consumer-good firms produce a homogenous good using their stock of machines, energy and labor under constant
returns to scale. Firms plan their production according to adaptive demand expectations. Specifically, the desired
level of productionQdj of consumption-good firms depends upon adaptive expectationsDe

j = f [Dj(t−1), Dj(t−
2), ..., Dj(t− h)], desired inventories (Nd

j ), and the actual stock of inventories (Nj):

Qj(t)
d = De

j (t) +Nd
j (t)−Nj(t), (15)

where Nj(t) = ιDe
j (t), ι ∈ [0, 1].

If the current capital, Kj(t), is not sufficient to satisfy the desired level of production, they can invest and buy
new machines. As machines embed state-of-the-art technologies, innovations diffuse from the capital- to the
consumption good sector. Technical change can also induce firms to replace their current stock of machines with
more productive (and environmental-friendly) ones.

Technical change

When investing in R&D, capital-good firms perform both process-innovation/imitation (to reduce their own costs)
and product innovation/imitation (to make their machines more attractive to consumption-good firms). R&D ex-
penditures are split between both activities according to the parameter ξ ∈ [0, 1].

In particular, they want to improve their machines along three dimensions: their embedded labor productivity
(LP), their energy-efficiency (EE) and their emission intensity (EI). The first step of the process of technical change
defines stochastically whether they will innovate (formally, it is a random draw from a Bernoulli distribution with
parameter ϑini (t) = 1 − exp−ς1INNOVi(t), with 0 ≤ ς1 ≤ 1), and the second step defines the characteristics of
the machines which result from this process. The same mechanism is at place in the case of imitation. The new
vintage (i.e. vintage τ + 1) is described as:

29In this version of the model, workers are homogeneous and they all earn the same wage, which value evolves over time (see
eq. 35 in the Appendix). Instead Dosi et al. (2017) present a full microfoundation of the labor supply as well as the matching
process between firms and heterogeneous workers.
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Aki,τ+1 = Aki,τ (1 + χkA,i) for k = LP,EI (16)

Bki,τ+1 = Bki,τ (1 + χkB,i) for k = LP,EI, (17)

AEFi,τ+1 = AEFi,τ (1− χEFA,i ) (18)

BEFi,τ+1 = BEFi,τ (1− χEFB,i ), (19)

where χkA,i and χkB,i are independent draws from Beta(αk, βk) distributions over the supports [xk, xk], respec-
tively for k ∈ {LP,EE,EF}. The higher the support of each distribution, the higher the technological opportu-
nities. The firm then decides to adopt the new vintage if both price and efficiency are better than their current one:

pnew

cconj (t)− cnew
=

pnew[
w(t)

ALPi,τ
+ cen(t)

AEEi,τ

]
− cnewj

≤ b (20)

where pnew is the price and cnew is the unitary cost of production associated to the new machine. b is a pay-back
(or patience) parameter.

Markups and market share dynamics

Capital-good firms’ price is set with a fixed mark-up (µ1 > 0) on their unit cost of production. Their market
shares evolve endogenously from their clients’ decisions to invest (and how much), but also from the changes in
their client portfolio: in every period, capital-good firm communicate the characteristics of their machines in a
“brochure” to their set of customers as well as a subset of potential ones. This subset is a random sample which
size is half the size of the existing customer base of that supplier.

Consumption-good firms’ price is set with a variable mark-up (µj) on their unit cost of production:

pconj (t) = cconj (t)[1 + µj(t)]. (21)

The mark-up evolves depending on market share dynamics, fj :

µj(t) = µj(t− 1)

[
1 + υ

fj(t− 1)− fj(t− 2)

fj(t− 2)

]
(22)

with 0 ≤ υ ≤ 1.

In turn, market shares in the downstream sector evolve according to a quasi-replicator dynamic linking past
market shares to firm competitiveness Ej :

fj,t = fj,t−1

(
1 + χ

Ej,t − Et
Et

)
, (23)

with χ > 0 and Ej,t = −ω1pj,t − ω2lj,t (considering the firm’s price and the amount of unfilled demand). where
ω1,2 > 0.

Profits and taxes

Firm profits are set as the difference between firm revenues and expenses. In particular, in the consumption-good
sector, debt costs are included:

Πj,t = Sj,t + rDNWj,t−1 − cj,tQj,t − rdebj,t Debj,t, (24)

with total sales Sj,t = pj,tDj,t, production costs cj,tQj,t, and debt costs rdebj,t Debj,t, where Deb denotes the stock
of debt. Firms pay taxes on their profits at the tax rate taxp. In particular in the consumption-good sector, the stock
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of liquid assets (NWj,t) evolves as:

NWj,t = NWj,t−1 + (1− tr)Πj,t − CIj,t,

with CIj internal funds used by firm j to finance investment. Firms with negative net wealth (NWj < 0) or
excessively low market share (fj < 10−5) go bankrupt and exit the market. When a consumption good firm exits
the market, a random copy of an incumbent firm enters it.

Modeling details - energy sector

Energy plants

In what follows we identify variables of green plants with ge (“green energy”) and those of brown plants with de
(“dirty energy”). The energy industry produces and sells electricity to firms in the capital-good and consumption-
good industries on demand. Demand for electricity, De, is then matched to the aggregate energy production, Qe,
obtained from the portfolio of plants. We assume that energy cannot be stored.

“Brown” plants burn fossil fuels (e.g. coal, oil) with heterogeneous, vintage-specific thermal efficiencies Aτde,
which expresses the amount of energy produced for each unit of employed non-renewable resource (fossil fuel) and
emission intensities emτ

de, which indicates the amount of emissions per unit of energy produced.30 For simplicity,
we assume that power plants have a unitary capacity and, in the case of brown energy, they consume one unit of
fuel. Hence, the average production cost for a brown plant of vintage τ is:

cde(τ, t) =
pf (t)

Aτde(t)
, (25)

where pf is the price of fossil fuels, exogenously determined on an international market.31 “Green” plants produce
(such as wind and sunlight) energy at a null production cost, i.e. cge(t) = 0.

We assume that plants with the lowest unitary generation costs are the first to be activated, in line with the actual
functioning of the electricity industry (Sensfuß et al., 2008; Clò et al., 2015). The total (potential) production of
green plants is Kge, and IM is the set of plants which should be activated to fulfill the energy demand. Then
if total demand is lower than total green capacity (De(t) ≤ Kge(t)), the set of infra-marginal power plants IM
includes only green plants and the total production cost is zero. Instead if De(t) > Kge(t), some dirty plants need
to be activated too. The total production cost then corresponds to the sum of the production costs of the various
types of brown plants activated at energy demand level De(t). Assuming that the absolute frequency of vintage τ
plants is gde(τ, t), if dirty plants are operative the total production cost is:

PCe(t) =
∑
τ∈IM

gde(τ, t)cde(τ, t)A
τ
de(t) (26)

The energy price is computed by adding a fixed markup µe ≥ 0 to the average cost of the most expensive infra-
marginal plant:

pe(t) = µe, (27)

if De(t) ≤ Kge(t), and
pe(t) = cde(τ, t) + µe (28)

if De(t) > Kge(t), where cde(τ, t) = maxτ∈IM cde(τ, t). By setting a markup on this unit cost level, there is a
positive net revenue on all infra-marginal plants.

30τ denotes the technology vintage.
31Notice that electricity production is a highly capital-intensive process, which mainly requires power generation assets

and resources (either fossil fuels or renewable sources), while the labor input is minimal. We thus assume away labor from
electricity production.
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Investments

Investment in the energy sector can be associated to i) the replacement of old and obsolete plants or ii) capacity
expansion. Replacement is due to the fact that all (brown and green) plants have a constant life-time corresponding
to ηe periods. In turn, in order to fulfill energy demand, new power plants might be necessary, thus requiring ca-
pacity investment in the energy sector. An expansion investment is undertaken whenever the maximum electricity
production level Qe(t) is lower than electricity demand De(t). The amount of new expansion investments EIe
thus equals:

EIe(t) = Kd
e (t)−Ke(t), (29)

if Qe(t) < De(t), whereas EIe(t) = 0 if Qe(t) ≥ De(t). Then the question is whether capacity expansion will
be done with green or brown new plants. All new plants are built in-house (i.e. within the energy sector), but their
production cost is technology-specific. Specifically, the construction costs for new dirty plants are normalized to
zero, whereas in order to install a new green plant of vintage τ , a fixed cost ICτge needs to be sustained. We assume
that new green capacity is constructed if green plants are cheaper than brown counterparts in terms of accounting
lifetime costs. This means that green energy technologies are chosen whenever the fixed cost of building the
cheapest green vintage is below the discounted (variable) production cost of the most efficient dirty plant. Hence,
the following payback rule should be satisfied:

ICge ≤ b · cde, (30)

where b is a payback period parameter (as in Dosi et al., 2010, 2013), ICge = minτ IC
τ
ge, and cde = minτ c

τ
de.

32

Accordingly, in case of new green capacity, the expansion investment cost amounts to

ECe(t) = ICgeEIe(t); (31)

whereas it is zero if the payback rule is not met and the firm builds new dirty plants.

Plants’ costs and characteristics evolve over time due to technical change. Mirroring the process in the capital-good
industry, the energy plants invest a fraction ve ∈ (0, 1) of total past sales in R&D and stochastically improve their
cost structure and emission intensity through a two-step procedure. At the end of the period, the central authority
computes profits in the energy sector (see eq. 34 below) and levies taxes at the rate taxp.

Technical change

R&D expenses in the energy sector aim at improving the technology of green and dirty plants. For green plants,
this means reducing the fixed cost, while for dirty plants, this means an increase in energy efficiency (A) and a
reduction in carbon emissions (em). Part of the budget is allocated to green innovations (INge(t) = ξeRDe(t)),
and the rest to dirty ones. Such expenses in turn increase the probability to pass the first step of the innovation step
successfully, for instance in the case of green innovations:

θge(t) = 1− e−ηgeINge(t) (32)

with ηge ∈ (0, 1). A similar process is at stake for dirty innovations.

In the second step, energy firms draw a random value from a Beta distribution, xge ∈ (0, 1), which lowers the
fixed cost of setting up a new green plant, with respect to the previous vintage. For dirty plants, two independent
random draws xAde and xemde (again, from a Beta distribution) modify the existing characteristics of dirty plants as
follows:

Aτde = Aτ−1de (1 + xAde) emτ
de = emτ−1

de (1− xemde ) (33)
32Under the assumption that plants are utilized for energy production the same number of periods, equation 30 boils down to

a comparison of levelized costs of energy.
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Profits and taxes

The energy monopolist’s revenues depend on the energy price pe(t) and quantity produced De(t). Its expenses
include both production (total costs PCe(t)) and costs of investing ICe(t) and innovating RDe(t).

Πe(t) = pe(t)De(t)− PCe(t)− ICe(t)−RDe(t), (34)

The energy firm then pays taxes on positive profits at the rate taxp.

Modeling details - the macroeconomic framework

The wage equation

The market wage rate (wt) evolves due to institutional and market factors, and is partly indexed to changes in
prices (cpi), average productivity (ĀB), and the unemployment rate (U ):

w(t) = w(t− 1)

[
1 + ψ1

∆ĀB(t)

ĀB(t− 1)
+ ψ2

∆cpi(t)

cpi(t− 1)
+ ψ3

∆U(t)

U(t− 1)

]
, (35)

with ψ1,2,3 > 0.

Modeling details - the climate module

From CO2 emissions to climate damages

In previous studies using this model (Lamperti et al., 2018a,b), the focus was on the detailed non-linear mechanisms
linking the economy to climate change. For this purpose, the so-called “climate module” included a representation
of the carbon cycle, global warming and damages to the economy. Here we are interested in the overall interrelation
between financial and economic activity and climate change, which requires to move the locus of detail to the
banking sector. We therefore choose to reduce the complexity of the climate model, while maintaining a reasonable
degree of realism. To do so, we employ a one-equation carbon climate model linking cumulative emissions (CE)
(the sum of emissions in the three sectors described above) to the evolution of global surface temperature anomaly
(TA), as inspired by Matthews et al. (2009) and Matthews et al. (2012).33 The rate of global temperature change
can therefore be related to first order to the rate of increase of cumulative carbon emissions. Hence, we model the
rate of global temperature change as a linear function of the growth rate of cumulative carbon emissions. Given
initial cumulative emissions and temperature levels, it is possible to project temperature increases over time relying
on:

∆TA

∆CE
= λCCR, (36)

where ∆ indicates yearly variations and λCCR the carbon-climate response.34

The distribution of climate damage shocks depends on the temperature level. Indeed, following Nordhaus
(2017), the damages function Ω(t) is a quadratic function of temperature levels,

Ω(t) =
1

1 + c1TA(t) + c2TA(t)2
, (37)

33Following Matthews et al. (2012), “recent research has shown that global temperature change can be well described by
a given cumulative carbon emissions budget. [...] cumulative carbon emissions represent an alternative framework that is
applicable both as a tool for climate mitigation as well as for the assessment of potential climate impacts. [...].

34In particular, we rely on the central estimate provided in Matthews et al. (2012): λCCR = 1.8.
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with c1, c2 ∈ [0; 1] first and second-order response parameters, respectively. At the end of each period, all firms
(in the capital-, consumption and energy sectors) are hit by the following micro shocks to their labor productivity
(ALP ) and capital stock (K):

Di(t) = Ω(t) + εi, εi ≈ i.i.d. N(0, 0.01) (38)

Xi(t) = X ′i(t)[1−Di(t)],

where i indexes firms in the economy, D represents the micro-level climate shock, X(t) captures the target impact
variable one wants to study. Here, we have X(t) = [ALP ;K]. Finally, X ′ indicates the level of the variable in
absence of the climate shock. While the term D guarantees a simple representation of heterogeneity, we acknowl-
edge that an additive Gaussian shock insufficient to satisfactorily account for the diversity of impacts (e.g. it does
not account for spatial and serial correlation).

Additional stylised facts replicated by the DSK model

As it is common in the macro agent-based literature, the model is validated upon its ability to replicate empirical
stylized facts (i.e. robust empirical regularities; see Windrum et al., 2007).35 If the model successfully matches
such regularities, this ought to be taken as a robust empirical validation (Fagiolo and Roventini, 2012, 2017b),
offering plausibility to its use as a computational laboratory to test impacts and - possibly - policy experiments.
Table 8 collects all the stylized facts that the model is able to replicate. As they have been also replicated in other
versions of the model, we suggest the interested reader to look at Dosi et al. (2017) and Lamperti et al. (2018b) for
a discussion of each of these stylized facts.

In general, the DSK model jointly accounts for a large ensemble of macro and micro empirical regularities
characterizing short- and long-run behaviour of modern economies, in the real, credit and energy sectors of the
economy. At the macroeconomic level, growth rates and duration of recessions display fat-tailed distributions
(Fagiolo et al., 2008; Ascari et al., 2015), business cycles are punctuated by deep crises (Stiglitz, 2015). As a
consequence, macroeconomic volatilities are relevant and should also be taken into account in climate change
economic analysis as advocated by, e.g., Rogoff (2016). From a short-run perspective, we find that the model
exhibits business cycles properties akin to those observed in developed economies, e.g. relative volatility between
GDP, consumption and investment and co-movements between output and other macroeconomic variables. R&D
expenditures are pro-cyclical and tend to anticipate the economy’s fundamentals. This supports the idea that tech-
nical change can direct the pattern of growth, but, at the same time, recessions can affect the long-run performance
of the economy via hysteresis effects (Blanchard et al., 2015; Dosi et al., 2017) Second, the model matches co-
integration relationships between output, energy demand and emissions. Moreover, energy demand, emissions and
GDP are strongly synchronized. Third, credit-related variables also display the expected business-cycle properties
(cf. Bikker and Metzemakers, 2005; Lown and Morgan, 2006): procyclical firm debt and bank profits, counter-
cyclical loan losses. Relatedly, characteristics of banking crises mimic empirical findings about their distribution
over time and about their fiscal costs (as reported in the database by Laeven and Valencia, 2012, 2018).

At the microeconomic level, in line with the empirical literature, firms are heterogeneous in terms of produc-
tivity, size, growth rates, and energy and carbon efficiency (DeCanio and Watkins, 1998; Bartelsman and Doms,
2000; Dosi, 2007; Petrick et al., 2013). Moreover, they display lumpy investment patterns (Doms and Dunne,
1998).

35The interested reader might want to look also at the discussions in Lamperti (2018b,a); Lamperti et al. (2018) and Guerini
and Moneta (2017) for novel approaches to the validation of agent-based models.
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Table 8: Main empirical stylized facts replicated by the DSK model.

Stylized facts Empirical studies (among others)

Macroeconomic stylized facts
SF1 Endogenous self-sustained growth Burns and Mitchell (1946); Kuznets and Murphy (1966)
with persistent fluctuations Zarnowitz (1985); Stock and Watson (1999)
SF2 Fat-tailed GDP growth-rate distribution Fagiolo et al. (2008); Castaldi and Dosi (2009)

Lamperti and Mattei (2018)
SF3 Recession duration exponentially distributed Ausloos et al. (2004); Wright (2005)
SF4 Relative volatility of GDP, consumption, investments and debt Stock and Watson (1999); Napoletano et al. (2006)
SF5 Cross-correlations of macro variables Stock and Watson (1999); Napoletano et al. (2006)
SF6 Pro-cyclical aggregate R&D investment Wälde and Woitek (2004)
SF7 Cross-correlations of credit-related variables Lown and Morgan (2006); Leary (2009)
SF8 Cross-correlation between firm debt and loan losses Foos et al. (2010); Mendoza and Terrones (2012)
SF9 Pro-cyclical energy demand Moosa (2000)
SF10 Syncronization of emissions dynamics and business cycles Peters et al. (2012); Doda (2014)
SF11 Co-integration of output, energy demand and emissions Triacca (2001); Ozturk (2010); Attanasio et al. (2012)
SF12 Banking crises duration is right skewed Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)
SF13 Fiscal costs from recessions is fat tailed Laeven and Valencia (2012)

Microeconomic stylized facts
SF14 Firm (log) size distribution is right-skewed Dosi (2007)
SF15 Fat-tailed firm growth-rate distribution Bottazzi and Secchi (2003, 2006)
SF16 Productivity heterogeneity across firms Bartelsman and Doms (2000); Dosi (2007)
SF17 Persistent productivity differential across firms Bartelsman and Doms (2000); Dosi (2007)
SF18 Lumpy investment rates at firm-level Doms and Dunne (1998)
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SF20 Firm bankruptcies are counter-cyclical Jaimovich and Floetotto (2008)
SF21 Firm bad-debt distribution fits a power-law Di Guilmi et al. (2004)

Appendix C - Balance sheet and transaction flow matrices

Table 9: Balance sheet matrix

Workers Sector 1 firms Sector 2 firms Energy sector Banks Government Central Bank
∑

Govt. bonds +Bb −B +Bcb 0
Govt. deposits +GDepo −GDepo 0
Bank cash +BankCash −BankCash 0
Deposits +Depof1 +Depof2 +Depoe −Depo 0
Loans −NetLoans +NetLoans 0
Stock of liquid assets −NWf1 −NWf2 −NWe −NWb −NWg −NWcb 0∑

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 10: Transaction flow matrix.

Workers Sector 1 firms Sector 2 firms Energy sector
current capital current capital current capital

Consumption −C +C
Investment +I −I
Energy expenditures −Ef1 −Ef2 +E
Govt. expenditures +G
Wages +W −Wf1 −Wf1 −We

Profits, firms −Πf1 +Πf1 −Πf2 +Πf2 −Πe +Πe

Profits, banks
Profits, central bank
Loan interests −rd−1L−1

Deposits interests +rD−1Depof1,−1 +rD−1Depof2,−1 +rD−1Depoe,−1

Bill interests
Bank cash interests
Govt. deposits interests
Taxes −Taxf1 −Taxf2 −Taxe
Change in loans +dL
Change in deposits −dDepof1 −dDepof2 −dDepoe
Change in bank cash
Change in Govt. bonds
Change in Govt. deposits∑

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Banks Government Central bank
∑

current capital current capital
Consumption 0
Investment 0
Energy expenditures 0
Govt. expenditures +Gbailout −G−Gbailout 0
Wages 0
Profits, firms 0
Profits, banks −Πb +Πb 0
Profits, central bank −Πcb +Πcb 0
Loan interests +rd−1L−1 0
Deposits interests −rD−1Depo−1 0
Bill interests +rb−1Bb,−1 −rb−1B−1 +rb−1Bcb,−1 0
Bank cash interests +rr−1BC−1 −rr−1BC−1 0
Govt. deposits interests +rr−1GDepo−1 −rr−1GDepo−1 0
Taxes −Taxb +Tax 0
Change in loans −dL 0
Change in deposits +dDepo 0
Change in bank cash −dBC +dBC 0
Change in Govt. bonds −dBb +dB −dBcb 0
Change in Govt. deposits −dGDepo +dGDepo 0∑

0 0 0 0 0 0
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Appendix D - Policy results, detailed tables

Table 11: Normalized values of average GDP growth rates across experiments. Absolute value of simu-
lation t-statistic of two-sided tests with H0: “no difference between no policy (baseline) and the policy
(the experiment)” in parentheses; (**) the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% level, (*) at 5% level. Values
and tests are based on 300 independent model runs for each policy experiment. The value corresponding
to the business as usual (no policy) is used to normalize.

Average GDP growth

No climate impacts
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.032] 1.11*
(1.78)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.92** 0.89**
(2.35) (3.79)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1.17** 1.25**
(2.25) (3.01)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.09** 1.15**
(2.23) (2.49)

labor productivity shocks
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.026] 1.11**
(2.06)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.94 1.08**
(1.28) (2.09)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.91 1.13**
(1.40) (2.35)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.13** 1.17**
(2.45) (3.04)

Capital stock shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.027] 1.12*
(1.89)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.98 1.10*
(1.46) (1.75)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1.24** 1.30**
(3.38) (4.27)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.28** 1.23**
(4.07) (4.02)

labor and capital shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.024] 1.15**
(2.58)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.90** 1.13**
(2.53) (2.38)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1.11* 1.22**
(1.80) (3.46)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.14** 1.24**
(2.51) (3.50)
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Table 12: Normalized values of the banks’ failure rate across experiments. Absolute value of simulation
t-statistic of two-sided tests with H0: “no difference between no policy (baseline) and the policy (the
experiment)” in parentheses; (**) the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% level, (*) at 5% level. Values and
tests are based on 300 independent model runs for each policy experiment. The value corresponding to
the business as usual (no policy) is used to normalize.

Number of banks bailouts

No climate impacts
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.014] 0.90*
(1.87)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.14** 0.88**
(2.98) (3.45)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1.06 0.87**
(1.48) (3.70)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.45** 0.85**
(4.25) (3.52)

labor productivity shocks
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.031] 0.83**
(3.10)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.08 0.80**
(1.24) (3.92)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1.10* 0.78**
(1.93) (4.14)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.16** 0.79**
(2.08) (4.59)

Capital stock shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.024] 0.91*
(1.94)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.99 0.96*
(1.15) (1.90)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.90** 0.86**
(2.23) (3.02)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.94* 0.89**
(1.73) (3.11)

labor and capital shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.035] 0.85**
(2.77)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.09* 0.88**
(1.82) (2.91)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.94 0.74**
(1.87) (4.29)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.96* 0.71**
(1.84) (6.04)
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Table 13: Normalized values of the average (public) debt to GDP ratio across experiments. Absolute
value of simulation t-statistic of two-sided tests with H0: “no difference between no policy (baseline)
and the policy (the experiment)” in parentheses; (**) the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% level, (*) at
5% level. Values and tests are based on 300 independent model runs for each policy experiment.

Debt over GDP

No climate impacts
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.82] 1.42**
(4.33)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.39** 1.46**
(4.71) (4.91)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.87** 1.28**
(8.26) (7.11)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.23** 1.27**
(3.47) (6.39)

labor productivity shocks
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [1.86] 1.17*
(1.70)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.04 1.07**
(1.03) (4.80)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1.12** 1.05
(2.22) (1.55)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.08* 0.95*
(1.96) (1.74)

Capital stock shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [1.58] 1.09*
(1.76)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.03 1.03
(1.24) (1.48)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.89** 1.05
(2.95) (1.46)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.80** 1.12*
(3.60) (1.91)

labor and capital shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [2.09] 1.11*
(1.84)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.04 0.97
(1.49) (1.78)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.95* 1.01
(1.70) (1.23)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 1.02 0.97*
(1.12) (1.78)
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Table 14: Normalized values of the average growth rate of industrial emissions across experiments.
Absolute value of simulation t-statistic of two-sided tests with H0: “no difference between no policy
(baseline) and the policy (the experiment)” in parentheses; (**) the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% level,
(*) at 5% level. Values and tests are based on 300 independent model runs for each policy experiment.

Average Industrial Emission Growth

No climate impacts
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.019] 0.93**
(2.10)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.95* 0.90**
(1.92) (4.31)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.99 0.89**
(0.86) (4.92)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.90** 0.86**
(4.83) (4.57)

labor productivity shocks
No green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.013] 0.82**
(3.16)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.96* 0.80**
(1.75) (3.01)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.97 0.76**
(1.63) (3.96)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.87** 0.72**
(4.42) (5.07)

Capital stock shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.016] 0.96*
(1.69)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.98 0.92**
(1.47) (2.12)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.95* 0.90**
(1.77) (2.65)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.89* 0.86**
(2.54) (3.51)

labor and capital shocks
No Green Credit Easing Green Credit Easing

Standard Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 1 [0.014] 0.92**
(2.70)

Standard Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.95* 0.90**
(1.88) (2.84)

green Basel II, no carbon risk adjustment 0.93* 0.85**
(1.88) (3.04)

green Basel II, carbon risk adjustment 0.87** 0.76**
(3.17) (4.02)
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Appendix E - Robustness

Table 15: Robustness exercises with respect to the identification of green firms. All firms having a level
of emission intensity lower than the threshold are eligible for credit conditions reserved to green firm.
ĀEI indicates the across-firms average emission intensity.

variable threshold fixed threshold (fixed at t0)
10% greenest 30% greenest 0.5*ĀEIt 10% greenest at t0 30% greenest at t0 0.5*ĀEIt0

GDP growth

baseline 1 [3.2%] 1 [3.2%] 1 [3.2%] 1 [3.2%] 1 [3.2%] 1 [3.2%]
risk adjustment 0.92** 0.92** 0.92** 0.92** 0.92** 0.92**

credit easing 1.06 1.17** 1.22** 0.82** 0.77** 0.65**
green Basel II 1.05* 1.28** 1.30** 0.78** 0.67** 0.52**

# Bailouts

baseline 1 [1.4%] 1 [1.4%] 1 [1.4%] 1 [1.4%] 1 [1.4%] 1 [1.4%]
risk adjustment 1.14** 1.14** 1.14** 1.14** 1.14** 1.14**

credit easing 0.98 0.89** 0.88** 0.33** 0.21** 0.17**
green Basel II 0.99 0.92** 0.90** 1.59** 1.85** 2.41**

baseline 1 [0.82] 1 [0.82] 1 [0.82] 1 [0.82] 1 [0.82] 1 [0.82]
Debt to GDP risk adjustment 1.39** 1.39** 1.39** 1.39** 1.39** 1.39**

credit easing 1.07 1.27** 1.41** 2.44** 2.80** 3.23**
green Basel II 0.96 0.82** 0.80* 1.74** 2.05** 1.93**
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